
ABORTION, EUGENICS, THE SATANIC (NOT-) NEW WORLD “ORDER,” AND NATURAL LAW
ANARCHY

PART 1
Video on JanaEsp.com 
https://www.janaesp.com/abortion-eugenics-presentation
This will be a four-part series. 
The following presentation was very difficult to make and catalyzed restless nights and many tears, 
but I knew it was important to make to even just save one life. We cannot make the world a better 
place without knowledge, and the knowledge presented here, everyone needs to KNOW.  
Warning: There will be a few graphic images in this video series, which merely show what we find 
to be socially acceptable on the one hand, and yet discomforting and gruesome on the other 
hand. This is cognitive dissonance. If you are extremely pro-abortion, then you may not want to 
watch this video.   

---  
RELIGION and MATERIALISM 
This presentation is not coming from a liberal or conservative perspective—and so I hope that idea
will be refreshing for some of you to continue to watch to the end even if what say is challenging. 
Instead of even looking at the liberal/conservative view—let's look at the religious and materialist 
view, as this is a philosophical NOT political analysis.
Abortion is so controversial because it is a moral issue, and we will never find unity on the subject 
until we understand the difference between right and wrong. And if we don't understand that right 
and wrong is objective, then morality meaningless and we should celebrate harm. This is obviously
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illogical. 
Unlike the new age, most religions understand to some degree that morality is objective based in 
God, and in turn have understanding of what is right and wrong about the abortion debate.  
However, religions become problematic when they mix simple and eternal truth with mythical 
dogmas and cultish coercion, claiming that we will go to hell for eternity if we don't believe in Allah
or Jesus Christ, or gain membership in their cult. 
Most scientific materialists reject these kinds of religious beliefs for being controlling, manipulative, 
irrational, and even cruel. I would never be able to sleep at night knowing that people could go to 
hell for eternity, even good people just because they didn't accept Christ as their master. In fact, I 
would hate this world and its cosmic injustice if that were true. And while this presentation will not 
be going into the topic of religion—as I have another presentation I'm working that will, this 
presentation will be dealing with self-loathing, as the self-loathing aspects of religion have 
corrupted society and the youth as much as satanism. Religious families are often dysfunctional 
with troubled children, who become rebellious because they sense the lies. Who would ever want 
to live in a world ruled by vengeful, violent, and jealous God, who threatens disobedience with hell 
and damnation?  
Suggested Video: Mark Passio's Fake Ass Christians: https://youtu.be/bDnr2Plx8p4 
This describes the devil. While the Christian religion does understand that the devil rules the world, 
it is not in the way that they think. The rulership of the world is not by a devilish entity, but by the 
corrupt minds and hearts of psychopathic satanic men who seek global domination. These men 
have taken the materialist ideology to its extreme to see the relative good as their selfish gain, to 
control of the entire material realm, to seek ownership of people's minds, hearts, and souls. 
Interestingly, religions are also materialistic in their personification of god, making biblical stories 
concrete facts of spirituality. While truth can be found in allegory we must not confuse the message
with the vehicle of the message. 
No belief in a savior, mythical or otherwise, can rid us of our personal responsibility in the here-
and-now. While Jesus may be someone to emulate, change starts by recognizing our sovereignty 
not externalizing it. By getting our minds right and attaining knowledge we express the archetype of
the Divine Father, by getting our hearts right and having care towards what is good, we express 
the Divine Mother, and by gaining the courage, strength, and commitment to put this in action, we 
express the Divine Child. Salvation is transforming ourselves and the world from evil into good. 
True Spirituality is knowledge and understanding of the metaphysical principles of reality. And sadly
the religions of this world prevent people from coming into that understanding. 
In his rejection of religion, generally, the scientific materialist, who is commonly atheist, also rejects 
objective morality, believing that man is the highest intelligent being and must, therefore, decide 
what right and wrong is. Yet, the relativistic stance always teeters satanism.  
While the relative deity-anthropomorphic god of the Bible is more akin to a mythical character, a 
Divine Origin still exists, but as nothing less than the Infinite All. And if we reject divine origin, this 
removes the eternal foundation for objective morality, which requires the Absolute Good. Without an
Absolute Good, there could not even be a scale of goodness or relative degrees of it. There would
be no Standard in which to measure.    
---
In Natural Law we can find unity in the partial truths of both the religious materialist and the 
scientific one, as holistic consciousness rises above such controlled oppositions, exiting the small 
box of materialism. We can leave behind the irrational beliefs and authoritarian dogma while 
understanding that the existence of God-as-the-Infinite-All is a rational necessity for all existence, 
that God can be seen with the eye of Reason itself.  For Objective Truth and Objective Morality to 
exist, God must exist because the Absolute is required, a Highest Being which is not contingent 
upon any other being. 
The problem of scientific materialism and religious materialism is that they believe in government. 
But statism starts to break down when we recognize that law can be wrong, and if law can be 
wrong than what validity does law really have? We call gravity a law because it fits the definition of 
law, unchangeable, immutable, and fixed. But man's law is changeable and relative.   
This is why we must differentiate between MAN'S LAW and NATURAL LAW to understand real 
Law. 
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So in this presentation... you won't find a religious materialist perspective or a scientific materialist 
one, but a PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLANATION that blends reason with spirituality through Natural Law, 
the body of principles for all creation.  While this is based on fact and not faith, faith does serve a 
purpose in leading us to fact. For we have to have faith that truth exists before we find it, but when
we find it we can have CERTAINTY that it exists. 
Thus, the information presented here is not my information, nor my opinion, it is the discovery of 
truth and sharing of it. 
Many materialists have a religious breakthrough and change from being pro-choice to being pro-
life. 
Connecting with the heart and soul brings the realization of divinity, but because real spiritual 
teachings have been occulted, many individuals get roped into the mental prisons of religion. They 
fail to realize that salvation and redemption are alchemical processes of evolution in the perception 
and embodiment of truth and not dogmatic beliefs.   
On the other hand, some religious individuals become pro-choice and distort their own religion's 
teaching, a completely contradictory stance. After all the satanic worldview is very pro-choice.  
Video: The Satanic Temple's Fight to Protect Your Abortion Rights: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1r98-33BrMk

Video: Church of Satan, Bob Larson Videos (how moral relativism is a tenet of satanism): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FCarJeqlXM

Just as satanic moral relativism has infected the new age so it has with liberal Christianity.
Take for example, Rebecca Peters, author of Trust Women. 
https://www.thenation.com/article/a-christian-argument-for-abortion-a-qa-with-rebecca-todd-
peters/

She claims that “Within the context of a specific woman’s life, the moral consequences of having a
child can be equal to—if not greater than—the moral consequences of having an abortion. And so,
in many cases, she argues, abortion can be a morally good decision.” 
This position is worst than the moral relativists because instead of saying abortion is merely GOOD 
for the mother, it is saying that it is a good decision for all, thus the perversion of religions can be 
more insidious than straight-up relativism.  
For some reason, Peters, like others only see one person in this situation, the mother and they see
the other person, the child as a possible affliction to the mother-before the child has even been 
born. This is a self-loathing argument that sees life as an affliction and not a blessing and is the 
proclamation that YOUR own life doesn't matter-it's all up to the fickle desires of your mother.  
Like most pro-choice arguments, it argues that only one person matters and has value here; the 
child is not perceived as a person.  

–--

Now, here is another story from someone who performed 1200 abortions. 
Dr. Levatino is a materialist who became pro-life, without adopting a religious perspective. And his 
story remains a powerful one. 
Video: Former Abortionist's Remarkable Conversion Story by EWTN
https://youtu.be/NGpTbamcvaM
After his young daughter died, he was faced with the fact that he was in the profession of killing 
children, while mourning the loss of his. Eventually, he got physically ill and couldn't do it anymore.
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Death of a loved one can be much more traumatic to a materialist, even though traumatic under 
any circumstance. But for the materialist, death is the complete end of that person, leaving a 
permanent hole in the loved one's heart. Believing that one life is all there is, makes death more 
devastating. 
Some materialists use this to see more value in life and there is a rise of ethical materialists, like 
Sam Harris, Stefan Molyneux, and Jordan Peterson. 
The problem with ethical materialism is that IF morality cannot be anchored in Objective Truth, 
which requires a Divine Origin, then there is always some degree of relativism present. 
The scientific materialist can never make morality universal without Natural Law, and so he can only
support man's relative law. While real Christians should understand God's Law, they also end up 
supporting man's law because of the lies in the bible. Romans 13: Let everyone be subject to the 
governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which God has established.  
Upon seeing the errors of man's law, we should naturally seek Natural Law, Real Law.   
Lacking an Objective Standard, found in the Absolute, there is no solid conviction and certainty 
about anything.   
While the one-life-is-all-there-is-materialist paradigm seems to make life more precious, it 
ultimately makes life more tragic, as its ultimate view of the world sees the purpose of life death, 
devoid of spiritual evolution and fulfillment of ultimate meaning. 
While Dr. Levatino cannot tell us exactly WHY abortion is objectively wrong, he still makes an 
excellent argument from an empirical perspective. 

----
For those watching this, if you haven't had an abortion I really hope you will consider what I have 
to say. But if you have had one, my intent is not to harm you at all... if anything I want to do the 
exact opposite, and free you from your darkest secret. 
And that isn't my term, it is the term used in this post-abortion grief healing group.
Video: The Dark Secret: Life After Abortion 
https://youtu.be/xE2OWkxFylY 
Video: Women Confess Post-Abortion Trauma in Web Series-CBN
https://youtu.be/Ia19CjEpPOw

These grief groups are an exception to the fact that our culture does not help women suffering 
from post-abortion, because after all why would a woman feel grief in exercising her right and 
living according to law?  
Society has lied to you and assisted you in performing an action that wasn't your RIGHT to commit.
You had a “CHOICE” because THEY gave you ONE, and they do their best to made you feel good
about it just so they can get paid. 
Women are told abortions are empowering when they are an expression of a woman's 
powerlessness and the cruel manipulation of a woman's ultimate weakness, her fear of pregnancy 
and motherhood.
If we lived in a moral society, you would never consider that choice, it would have never occurred 
to you that you could terminate your pregnancy. But the media is constantly praising you and 
kissing your ass, not because they care, but because they want to destroy us all, physically, 
mentally, and spiritually.   
Pregnancy is a natural physical process and to disturb that process is to go against nature, to go 
against life, to go against yourself.
Just as when you were young your body desired to grow, now your body wants to support 
another body to grow inside of you. 
Society tells you that aborting this process will relieve you from a burden, will solve a problem, but 
abortion does the opposite, it creates the burden and problem of GREAT LOSS. 

https://youtu.be/Ia19CjEpPOw
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Everyone loses, except for psychopaths.   
New World Order government agencies want you to see an unborn baby like a disposable object 
that has created an inconvenience to you for their EUGENIC agenda.   

Video: Demystifying the Occult Part 2  
https://youtu.be/FUDdOR618xE
(Clip of Mark Passio saying that Satanists are in the highest positions of power in his presentation, 
40 min mark)
From the article on the Church of Satan Website called Media Circus is says “Anton LaVey 
describes his goal as the creation of a police state in which the weak are weeded out and the 
achievement-oriented leadership is permitted to pursue the mysteries of black magic.”
https://www.churchofsatan.com/cos-media-circus/
The Satanists controlling the world, who are always attempting to get away whatever evil they can 
inflict on humanity, must create inner opposition within man and woman. And there is no greater 
inner opposition than when a woman is physically pregnant and who mentally opposes pregnancy.
Satanists relish the act of getting others to betray themselves. They pride themselves for turning 
women against themselves and their gift of motherhood so brutally as to abort a child.
“Satan” is not a fictional character battling the religious God, but the mental principle called, the 
Adversary, which means he who opposes. 
Now we all have a shadow, that which is opposed to truth and light, which is necessary for the 
evolutionary journey. While we should seek to refine the shadow through awareness and action, 
we should not indulge in it or ever try to make evil good. 
Our satanic society wants you to believe that you are separate from your baby when you are not; 
that your baby is opposed to you and all that you want; that your baby is your enemy and will only
cause you suffering.   
They want to destroy the oneness you have with your baby and they do it by raping your mind 
with endless feminist propaganda, designed to turn you into a satanist, the Adversary of LIFE 
ITSELF. 
When we are more inwardly divided, we are easier to control, as the lack of inner unity causes us 
to live in a state of chaos. The level of control of a government is directly proportional to man's 
immoral recklessness and lack of moral responsibility. When we lack self-control, we are controlled
by corrupt institutions.   
And so the media, advertising, and education system all have an investment to make you as 
morally irresponsible as possible so they can remain in power and control.    
Satanic temptations in our environment appeal to selfishness, self-interest, and ego. Everyone gets 
a payoff from their participation in the control system otherwise we wouldn't support such an evil 
world. 
----
I will very honestly say that if I had been pregnant in my early 20s I would have most likely had an
abortion, so I totally sympathize with making this mistake. But I did make another mistake, and that 
was convincing a friend to get an abortion when we were 19 years old. I was just as mind-
controlled as the next girl.  
While my friend was in an extremely bad situation, it was still no excuse and I regret it with all my 
heart and wished I would have helped her change her life instead of choosing defeat, giving up on
life--literally giving up A LIFE. 
My thinking at the time, shared with other women was that if you cannot give the baby the best life
then it's not the right time. 
But abortions do not make you un-pregnant, they make you a mother to a dead child. 
But this is a cop-out and an extremely cowardly position that says I am too weak to do what the 
baby needs me to do, which is to not interfere with the pregnancy. It also says that because I 
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won't become better, you are better off dead. How could the death of another be an option when 
the problem is a woman's insecurity, exaggerated by fear?  
You do not protect life by taking it. 
After I took my friend to the abortion clinic and home, a feeling of deep sorrow and dread feel 
upon us. As an intuitive person, she suffered greatly. Women who are authentic and have some 
spirituality will suffer the most.        
Sadly, many women today have hearts so empty and egos so big that they have no feelings of 
loss and sadness after an abortion.

In our new age culture, we want to deny the emotions of guilt, regret, and remorse, but these 
emotions can inform us of what's wrong, connecting us to our conscience, our moral compass.
In fact, not feeling guilting for wrong-actions is the trait of a psychopath. The psychopath has ZERO
empathy for another person or if they have negatively affected them. 
Sadly, we normalize psychopathic behavior in women in this way, by confusing them that a so-
called legal choice is morally righteous.

Video: Honest (And Brave) Abortion Procedure in A Viral Video 
https://youtu.be/8OqgKK4PZY8
Video: Why I'm Proud of my Abortion by Erin Panichkul
https://youtu.be/pQfwLCwhUpA
Video: #Shout Your Abortion 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kqGOmBNzdc

If we don't acknowledge our mistakes, we cannot grow and learn from them and that is the 
purpose of life, to grow. While new agers will tell you that transformation is just realizing how 
amazing you are, they are in err. Transformation is about the difficult task of facing the negative, of 
facing evil, sin, and error within. Hell is the denial of the shadow and not rectifying ourselves and 
heaven is what change towards the good can bring. 
Part of what's driving me to do this video is my redemption. I've supported the taking of a life, 
maybe now I can save one. 
Our care for ONE person corresponds to our care for ALL.  
Those who consciously choose evil are much more evil than those who commit evil thinking that it
is good. Understanding that our morality has been inverted by satanic mind-control can help us to 
heal and forgive ourselves.  
Once you realize the truth, we have the opportunity for repentance, healing, redemption, self-love, 
and forgiveness. A woman who can admit the truth is one step closer to this process which 
requires the opening of the heart and deepening the connection to her soul. 
While there is more mercy for ignorance, there is less mercy for discovering the truth and rejecting
it. 
A woman who shuts out the truth will endure greater inner turmoil as to never find peace.  
The reason why most people remain pro-choice without investigating further is because statistically
one-forth to one-third of women have had an abortion and people want to be supportive to these 
women who were ultimately tricked by man's law and their shadow.
Almost everyone will know someone who has had an abortion. This is WHY women fight so hard 
in the pro-choice movement because many have already made the choice and they are deathly 
afraid of the truth.  It is so important for them to rationalize that what they have done is good  
They do not want to feel shame nor do their loved ones want them to feel shame, even though 
that is required for healing. Many men are white knights protecting women from the truth and also 
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because they don't want to acknowledge what has been done. 

---

While we have been conditioned to accept the New World Order control system, we have also 
been conditioned to believe that TRUTH itself is death, pain, and suffering. 
Yet, Spiritual Evolution is a fact of Natural Law because there is no other true purpose for 
existence. 
Materialists will tell you that existence is only about survival, that it is nothing greater than being 
animals. 
Notice that this book titled Might Is Right, The Survival of the Fittest, has a forward written by 
satanist Anton LaVey.
Yet the deepest part of our souls KNOW this cannot be true and that animals and all life are part of
this evolving process. 
Ultimately we find spiritual redemption from abortion and death in general by knowing that no souls
can be killed, even though their physical lives can be robbed. The Self is Infinite and Eternal, it 
must be if the Absolute Good exists, which must exist for objective morality.  
TRUTH is GOODNESS and LOVE. 
While knowing that souls don't die should comfort us, we should never rationalize evil because of 
it. We must take the flesh as equally as real as the spirit, and this is the positive side of materialist 
ethics. 
Our bodies give the soul a unique vehicle for expression in space and time that can never be 
repeated, so the moment is divine in its sheer uniqueness as the materialist can see. Yet, if we 
cannot see the bigger picture of spiritual evolution which absolutely requires the immortality of the 
soul, then we ultimately believe that death is the Highest Principle just as Nothingness is our Divine
Origin. Thus, materialism feeds into our self-loathing culture that celebrates death and hatred for 
life. We live in the age of spiritual death. 
For if the purpose of life is death, then what's the point? If we all die, then what is the value of 
another moment?

CONCEPTION and PREGNANCY 
Up until conception a woman can use contraceptive methods and make wise choices to avoid 
pregnancy, but at conception, life has begun, life has made the choice for her.   
Abortion is not contraception, it is not avoiding pregnancy, it is the termination of one, which 
requires the murder of an unborn baby.  
At conception, a woman already HAS a child and her body has become a temple for the gift of life
to form and grow and pass through her.  She has the divine opportunity to be part of the miracle 
of life, the seed of the divine masculine and feminine.  
Nature has already crowned her as Mother, an honorable title, as she can express her divine 
feminine nature of nurture and care, love and support... all she must do is care for her body, while 
her insides will support the growth of being automatically. 
It is only natural for a woman's emotions, feelings, and thoughts to unite with her child, even an 
unexpected one, as to behold life is an experience on all levels: body, mind, and spirit. The true 
essence of Life is Unity.
While our culture only discusses the HERO archetype in terms of the masculine, even women 
embodying the masculine, the true female HERO is the mother.  
The MOTHER HERO makes right sacrifices for her children, takes care of them, and protects them 
from harm, with courage and strength, while teaching them morality—the most important job in the 
universe.  



Sadly, in our society we teach women that their gender is a curse and that they should seek to be
like men, to sacrifice their baby's life for their independent freedom—which will never be as fulfilling
as motherhood.  
At the point of conception, scientists have discovered a spark of light occurs. The MOTHER'S baby
is 1-day old. Just because it is one day old doesn't make it less of a being than an older baby or 
a full-grown person, the human being is merely younger.   
Abortion-supporters, who are essentially materialists, want to make the case that consciousness 
doesn't enter at the point of conception so that only a clump of cells is being aborted up to a 
certain time. The reasoning here is that life killed in the beginning stages is not truly killing a 
human being.  
The problem is that we have a materialist concept of linear time the perceives the body without 
mind and soul in the beginning, but the event is holistic and cannot be temporally differentiated or 
quantified. 
Even the materialist who believes he cannot determine what moment in time the self, mind, and 
soul join the body, he must assume its unity at conception. 
But even putting science aside, logically we must say it is at conception, because that is the 
definitive moment of life, and a person's life either exists, or it doesn't, to be or not to be is 
mutually exclusive, and not a spectrum of gray. The natural law of mentalism extends into the laws 
of logic, the Law of Identity states that a thing is what it is. There is never a point after conception 
in which the individual is anything other than itself. 
But most women do not think of the early stages of life as an alive being when it very much is. 
The process of life has been determined cosmically, it is not the offering of a choice to the 
woman. That choice is in most cases her sexual lifestyle.    
Even Roe, in the Roe vs. Wade decision, that legalized abortion, had admitted that there is no 
conclusive decision when a fetus becomes a person, which seems to go against their argument, 
as there would be reasonable doubt to whether you murdering a person. 
Even though logically and metaphysically we understand life at conception since this supreme 
court decision physical science has progressed in gaining new knowledge of what is happening at
the moment of conception to the growing fetus. After fertilization between the sperm and the egg, a
single-celled zygote is formed with both sets of chromosomes that have determined all physical 
attributes from the parents and it embeds in the uterus to grow.  
A clip of Netflix's Reversing Roe, Sarah Weddington, the attorney for Roe in Roe v. Wade claims 
that its up to the mother to decide when life starts. 

Video: Trailer for Reversing Roe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihN7DR1Ce6g 
Mother DECIDES/GOVERNMENT DECIDES? How about OBJECTIVE TRUTH DECIDES....and the 
BABY is a HUMAN-BEING, objectively.  
In this video, Dr. Carhart argues that the women decides when a baby becomes a person. 
Video: Inhuman: Undercover in America's Late-Term Abortion Industry-Carhart by Live Action
https://youtu.be/GIlYXmG287g

(This is about as extreme as you can get with the subjectivism and egotism of the feminist 
movement.) 
For the pro-choice argument to remain consistent, it must make the claim that women can have 
an abortion at any time of the pregnancy, because if its the woman's body and the woman's 
choice then no line could be drawn during pregnancy that would not give her the right to abort. 
If a line can be drawn than the whole pro-choice argument collapses as the baby is seen for what
it is, a living being.
Because the baby after birth is not much different from the baby right before birth, the pro-choicers
must admit that it is the location of the baby's body that allows us to kill it, a lousy argument. 

https://youtu.be/GIlYXmG287g
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At the metaphysical level, we can discover that consciousness is not dependent on the brain and 
that matter is always accompanied by FORM, regardless of degree. 
While there exist FORMs without matter-such as the principles of life itself, the exists no matter 
without form, as all evolutionary potential is destined to be actualized.  
The instant a being exists is the instant there is potential for an entire life. We were all an embryo 
once, including the oldest person in the world.  
The potential for a full-life is destined to become actual unless unusual complications occur in the 
pregnancy and/or after birth violence or illness happens to the human being.
Now... there are certain situations where the pregnancy does have to be terminated due to rare 
fetal anomalies and women contracting illness, like severe cancer in the beginning stages of 
pregnancy. 
Video: Former Abortionist Dr. Levatino Destroys Pro-Choice Arguments 
https://youtu.be/dIRcw45n9RU
But Dr. Levatino claims that disease and illness caused the pregnancy itself normally does not 
show up until the 2nd and 3rd trimester when the pregnancy is terminated without killing the baby. 
Pregnancies can naturally end in a miscarriage, a very tragic and traumatic experience of loss.
It is quite sad that many parents grieve over their miscarriages, while others smile proudly which 
getting abortions. How twisted has the world become? 
Generally, women do not find out that they are pregnant until they miss a period, in which the 
pregnancy test can read positive, and the baby is already 3-4 weeks old. In this chart, it claims 
that 64% of abortions occur before 8 weeks and that 28% are performed between 9-13 weeks of 
the first trimester. 
(At this point I want to make a note that statistics on abortions are never accurate since many 
abortions go unreported.)
Yet, in the first trimester, many things occur to this growing embryo-fetus. Around four weeks of 
pregnancy, the human being develops a beating heart, and growing into 8-weeks, the fetus has a 
face, vital organs, arms and legs and can move. At 9-weeks, the now fetus has developed the 
main aspects of its physiology. At 10 weeks it has developed all of its fingers and toes and at 11 
weeks is fully formed. 
Here Abby Johnson, a former employee at Planned Parenthood for 8 years, describes the first-
trimester abortion process. 
Video: Abby Johnson Kentucky Senate Testimony February 14, 2019
https://youtu.be/zj7S75Dp3GQ
What changed Abby from a Planned Parenthood director to resigning and becoming a pro-lifer is 
when she saw the ultrasound of a 13-week baby being aborted. 
Video: Former Planned Parenthood Leader Abby Johnson on Life Unplanned-CBN.com
https://youtu.be/CMYCKsApRUU

While the abortion pill is an option up to 10 weeks, its not as common as surgical removal so that 
the woman does not have to be traumatized by the sight of her dead baby and flush it down the 
toilet. 
Video: 1st Trimester Medical Abortion: Abortion Pills
https://youtu.be/lRDnVSMr5j0

It is important to know that you can reverse the pill and here is a story of a woman who did. 
Video: One Young Woman's Abortion Pill Reversal Story
https://youtu.be/TWyf6Y_BPlQ

https://youtu.be/TWyf6Y_BPlQ
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During the 2nd-trimester, from 13 weeks to 27 weeks, the baby can pee, bones harden, sex organs
form, hair grows, eyes move, limb movements become coordinated, toenails appear, the digestive 
system starts to work, it has fingerprints, pain receptors are present, and the baby can suck its 
thumb.  

From 22-24 weeks, a 2nd-trimester baby can live outside the mother. 

Video: Baby Born at 24-Weeks With Feet The Size of Pennies Beats All Odds 
https://youtu.be/7sJMnb8h43I

Dr. Levatino performed many late-term abortions and describes it here: 
2nd Trimester Surgical Abortions: Dilation and Evacuation
https://youtu.be/jgw4X7Dw_3k

Here Dr. Carhart describes the partial-birth abortion process at 26 weeks in an undercover 
investigation by LIVE ACTION.  
Inhuman: Undercover in America's Late-Term Abortion Industry-Carthart-full footage 
https://youtu.be/n1BPX8WavHE

The supreme court case Planned Parenthood v. Casey in 1992 revised Roe v Wade to claim that 
states CAN regulate 3rd-trimester abortions, as long as it does not pose an undue burden to the 
woman. Yet, Dr. Levatino explains that "undue burden" could be anything, and so ultimately there 
are no restrictions to abortions in any state.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planned_Parenthood_v._Casey
In this Planned Parenthood document, it discusses 2nd-trimester abortions for these reasons: 
Exposure to intimate partner violence.• Absence of partner due to estrangement or death.• Lack of 
financial and/or emotional support from partner. 
DOCUMENT: 
https://www.plannedparenthood.org/files/5113/9611/5527/Abortion_After_first_trimester.pdf

While Dr. Levatino first stopped performing late 2nd and 3rd-trimester abortions after his daughter 
died, he recognized that first-trimester abortions were the same.  (clip around 25 min. mark)  
https://youtu.be/dIRcw45n9RU
We can't judge the value of life by its size or age. The younger life we kill, we also mourn the loss
of what may have become.  
While the Roe v. Wade case made abortion legal, Jane Roe, the alias for Norma McCorvey, admits
to lying about her pregnancy situation and became pro-life.  
Because of the length of the trial, she ended up giving birth and put the child up for adoption. She
was merely being used for a larger eugenics agenda that we will get into. 
Video: Roe V. Wade was passed because Norma McCorvey lied about being raped. 
https://youtu.be/ufi6QUKe2Tg
Video: Norma (“Jane Roe” of Roe V. Wade) Speaks About Being Pro-Life 
https://youtu.be/MYNyaNNq8Xg
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Interestingly, this fact that Jane Roe became a pro-life advocate was left out of the Netflix 
documentary Reversing Roe, of which you saw some clips. What else did they leave out and was 
this documentary fair and unbiased as purported?
Video: Pro-Life Women Respond to the New Netflix Abortion Documentary 
https://youtu.be/e9mltVe9SPI
Video: Reversing Roe: Exposing the Bias-Editing Tricks
https://youtu.be/dvS6m3laO8U

That was just the first level of a deeper analysis, but I wanted to give you a glimpse into the subtle 
editing techniques that can be used for propaganda. 
I recommend checking out the Netflix documentary and these critiques on youtube as research. 
And also the pro-life movie that came out this year based on Abby Johnson's story and book, 
called Unplanned. 
Video: Unplanned Official Trailer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBLWpKbC3ww
Many of us know how feministically fascist Canada is, does it surprise you they actually banned 
this movie, when it is based on a personal story and not a full-fledged critique of the pro-choice 
movement.  
https://www.lifenews.com/2019/05/23/canadian-theaters-ban-unplanned-movie-just-because-
its-pro-life/
Quick tangent-I loved the dress worn at the premiere  of this movie in Los Angeles by an artist. 
You can appreciate after you've observed the Planned Parenthood propaganda-in teens making 
dresses with their stickers and cards, how avante-guarde. They are programming pink and pretty.  
https://politicallyslanted.com/2019/03/20/joy-villa-wears-a-f-k-planned-parenthood-dress-to-
unplanned-movie-premier/
Also, the movie Roe V. Wade just went into production this June. One of its executive producers 
Alveda King. 
Video: Cast and Crew Quit During Filming of Pro-Life Roe V. Wade
https://youtu.be/jgAlnoNrH7g
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PART 2: More About Abortion...
UNWANTED PREGNANCIES 
Welcome back to Part 2 of the presentation series: Abortion, Eugenics, the Satanic (not) New 
World Order, and Natural Law Anarchy. Hopefully, you have already seen part 1. It is not essential 
that you go in order, but highly recommended.  
Many of you watching this were unexpected babies. One-third of all pregnancies are unexpected 
and abortion propaganda wants you to believe that unexpected pregnancies are unwanted 
pregnancies and are a mistake that you can undo.  
Feminist propaganda wants you to believe that the illegality of abortion involves force, or more 
accurately violence—the immoral use of force. 
That if the government doesn't grant you access to an abortion doctor, you are being FORCED 
against your will to carry the baby to term. But there is no FORCE here at all.  
In fact, violence is what is required to end a pregnancy. 
It is a common pro-choice argument for government to get out of their uterus, but what the 
woman is really saying is for the baby to get out of her uterus dead, and for the government to 
provide doctors to get in her uterus to do that for her.  
Unwanted pregnancies do not have less value than wanted pregnancies for all LIFE IS EQUAL and 
not dependent on the desires or opinions of another. 
The value of a living being in the uterus is not contingent upon the thoughts and feelings of the 
mother.
Each individual being is sovereign and free, with eternal rights as granted by Natural Law, and 
children should be protected against the violence of the parents. 
Materialists see the baby as created by the parents and that their lives are owned by the mother as
developed by her body. But children aren't created by their parents, they come from the 
evolutionary journey with its beginning and end in the Infinite All.  Parents bodies and DNA are 
merely vehicles for that expression. 
Under no circumstance does the parents' desires and preferences supersede the rights of life. 
The Trinity of Father-Mother-Child is one of life and sovereignty, not subjugation to violence or 
slavery.
Most women abort because of fear, fear of anything and everything.  
She is afraid of the future and imagines a dark dystopia with her child that she would be in a state 
of constant struggle and pain, and these dark fantasies have been injected into her mind from 
propagandists. 
Using FEAR to control the masses is an ancient trick of the dark rulers.  
Edward Bernays worked on "psychological warfare" with the global elite and is known as the 
“father of public relations.” His 1928 book Propaganda says: 

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the 
masses is an important element in a democratic society. Those who manipulate this 
unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling 
power of our country. ...We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our 
ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. This is a logical result of the 
way in which our democratic society is organized. Vast numbers of human beings must 
cooperate in this manner if they are to live together as a smoothly functioning society. ...In 
almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our 
social conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number of 
persons...who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is 
they who pull the wires which control the public mind." 

Propaganda for Planned Parenthood- Video Ad: https://youtu.be/CL-5ICEfj24
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Video: Teen Council: Future Leaders of a Movement: https://youtu.be/UCJkstB3-cw
Can we not see how the public mind has been corrupted by propagandists to support a multi-
billion dollar industry based on murder?
---
A common pro-choice argument is that the majority of Americans are pro-choice, when majority 
of opinion is a logical fallacy of the bandwagon. 
Abortion is in the political limelight because of Donald Trump's position against it, which gives 
hope to those who stand in the right on this issue. But this won't change anything—it will only 
appear to. It is the dialectic in action, to stimulate the left/right divide and open the steam valve to 
release pressure on issues not covered by the media, through controlled opposition. It is a chess 
game that is rigged to serve the ruling class of eugenicists, as our pro-abortion one-world 
government under the United Nations holds more power than the countries it governs.
Alabama passed a law this year during the time of me making this presentation, to ban abortions 
in all cases except to preserve a woman's life. 
Recall that former abortionist, Dr. Levatino explained that terminating a pregnancy to save the 
mother's life in rare cases is not abortion but terminating pregnancy because with illness of the 
mother or fetal anomalies the baby can not even develop. You are not robbing the baby of its life.
Yet, after the second trimester, you do not have to kill the baby to save the woman's life as the 
baby can be removed and live on its own. Actually, aborting the baby at this stage takes too long 
to save the woman and wouldn't even be effective. Also, recall that Levatino explains that the 
supreme court decision takes precedence over all state laws and has already won all challenges 
and that inflicting to the health of the mother can be ANYTHING—it's a legal loophole. Judges are 
bought and paid for, part of the good boys club. 
Because man's law is always destined to become more corrupt over time as fear grows in the 
desire to control population, abortion legalization will never be reversed until the entire state 
collapses from immorality and the cycle of corruption repeats. 
---
Having sex always entails the risk of pregnancy, even if contraceptive measures are taken, except if
we undergo sterilization. If we do not get sterilized or be sexually abstinent then we take the risk. 
And with this risk, we cannot fully plan and control every pregnancy.  
This is why who we sleep with is important and sex is not a game to be taken lightly.  Not only 
should the risk of pregnancy be taken more seriously, but our hearts, minds, and souls should be 
taken seriously as part of sexual union. The law of gender relates to the law of love. Sex should be
about love and not using another person as a sex object. 
But children that did not come from such love are still the products of love nonetheless. 
Good can come from evil, even though it can never rationalize evil. Children should be given a 
chance to live a better life than their parents. 
Responsible sex is self-respect over animal compulsion and instant gratification, the pursuits of lust
and illusion. As a society, we fail to instill healthy values because healthy values require objective 
morality. The less we see children as coming from the act of love, being able to abort them, the 
more meaningless sex our society will indulge in.  
To believe we must have control over everything that happens to us will create a world without 
harmony as this is based in FEAR and ultimately leads to evil as it is not in alignment with Natural 
Law. 
When you try to control everything in your life, you end up restricting growth instead of assisting it, 
because in your finite mind you think that you are God, when you are not. 
This is living through FEAR and the ego-based mind, closed heart, and selfish contraction. 
We live in a fear-based society where our decisions are hijacked by the flight-or-fight response, 
which perpetuates wrong choices. The control system exists because of our fear of chaos since 
we lack the conviction and certainty of absolute knowledge that KNOWS directly that Absolute 
Order exists divinely, as Natural Law. Thus, we are manipulated by those who make a mockery out
of the law and use it for destruction.    
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Do we serve in heaven by aligning to Natural Law or reign in hell as to oppose it with the lower 
will?
We rob women of the heroic act of motherhood, the passage to a higher spiritual stage in life and 
maturity, by offering them a choice to murder their unborn child for selfish desires, teaching them 
that murder is a solution to the so-called problem of life. 
We are not the controllers of life, nor are we even the full controllers of our destiny. Destiny is only 
one way towards truth and goodness, no matter how much suffering that entails and how long we 
oppose it... we will eventually discover the difference between truth and falsehood, right and wrong,
good and evil. 
Natural Law requires that we have faith in the future good because we have discovered that 
morality is real and that when we take risks and sacrifices to do the right thing even when its 
burdens us, we ultimately end up in a better place and that our strength and courage grew from 
the sacrifice.
Fear is the killer of Love and builds the prison around. 
Life happens to us and often events come our way to help us learn and grow and when we 
surrender we can become better and deeper people, living a more meaningful life, then when we 
feel resentful towards a change that is for the better.  
The greatest way to spiritually grow is by becoming responsible parents and caring for our children
and outgrowing our selfishness, to expand the purpose of life from just getting what we want to 
sharing love with the other beings we bring into the world. 
We need to let go and let life take us where we need to go, as we are not the arbiters of truth nor
the sole dictators of fate. Life has an intelligence of its own and is greater than we are and we 
learn by uniting with it and welcoming growth, not condemning it or rejecting it. 
There will always be reasons to not accept a pregnancy when we come from the materialist 
perspective that often objectifies life, seeing little humans as objects sucking up our time, energy, 
and resources. But this is a vampiric view on life itself, a poisoned worldview. It fails to see humans
as spiritual-ends in themselves.
Part of this toxic mindset considers that the baby is USING the mother as an incubator, and women
act as if they are being exploited by the baby and that they are being degraded to being wombs 
by the pro-life stance.   
I want to mention here that since around 2017 there has been an international group of pro-
abortion protestors dressed up as handmaids from the dystopian novel called the Handmaid's Tale
in 1985 by Margaret Atwood that has become a tv show on Hulu. In her novel, the US was 
overtaken by the imaginary state of Gilead in which politicians forced women to be baby incubators
of rape and oppressed women in other ways. For these protestors to have the exact same 
costume as the tv show reeks of elite funding. When Ohio tried to passed restrictions on late-term 
abortions, this group protested that Happy Mother's Day would be Happy Incubators day. 
In this medical article (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/7215518), it claims that by denying 
women abortion their children become dropouts and low performers in society as if that is the 
value of life. Another article is similar, and notice who it begins with the lie that "abortion solves a 
problem." https://www.huffpost.com/entry/abortion-denied-consequences-for-mother-and-
child_b_6926988
 
Another article: When Women Are Denied An Abortion, Their Children Fare Worse than Peers
https://www.statnews.com/2018/12/05/how-abortion-denial-affects-children-well-being/
Well... let me tell you that I dropped out of society because of how corrupt it is to become a 
philosopher and that I discovered that the system is the complete degradation of real value. These 
articles assert that one is better off dead if he cannot conform to a system designed by satanists. 
While it is absolutely tragic for parents to not love their kids, kids grow up and can seek a life of 
their own to discover what love is through what it is not. Spiritually it is wrong to rob people of the 
lessons that can ultimately help one grow, as healing is the work of our life here.  
No one will ever be really ready to be a parent, but certain events happen to us without planning 
and when they are good events we should embrace the change, like when a better job opportunity
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brings about a move.  
If a woman is too young and without a committed partner there are ALWAYS other OPTIONS. Other
people in her life may be able to help her raise the child. Often the father will want the child, but 
the woman will not and it is absolutely wrong to say that the child's life is only at the hands of the 
mother when the father is just as much the parent.  
Often options for the child will be neglected out of fear as the woman will not want others to take 
care of her baby because then she is no longer in control and becomes weighed by guilt.  
If a woman is in a desperate situation then she can give her baby up for adoption, so that he or 
she can find a loving home. But most women choose abortion over adoption because they believe
that if they can't have their baby after birth, then no one can. They selfishly desire to abort their 
child to save themselves a lifetime of grief and guilt if they are unable to raise him or her... but 
ending their child's life is the worst choice they could make and does not spare them from a 
lifetime of grief and guilt, but makes this greater. 
When a woman gives a child up for adoption she is often confronted with the fact that she wasn't 
in a desperate situation and she merely wanted to live selfishly and to avoid this realization she 
would rather murder, out of existence, out of mind. 
The woman has the fear that she is not good enough to have a baby, but the real truth is that her 
baby isn't good enough for her, that her baby is not even good enough to be born.  
No matter the desperation, there is no situation that makes it right to kill an unborn fetus. 
All it takes is for a woman to not interfere with her pregnancy to save a life, 9-months of her time, 
and even if she gives it up for adoption, she will have done a good deed. A heroic deed. But 
sadly, we live in a society that is so against motherhood and moral sacrifices. We are so about 
instant gratification and satiating our immediate desires that we live no higher than beasts. Our 
culture supports women for aborting their child with NO reason at all.  (image)

RAPE and ABORTION 
People always use rape as a rationalization for abortion, but this is rarely the case for abortion. 
Planned Parenthood says that wanting to spend more time with your other kids is a good case for 
abortion.    
Nonetheless, in the rape situation, two wrongs don't make a right and having an abortion doesn't 
un-rape the woman. While the victim of rape has been severely traumatized, killing her unborn 
baby will only cause additional trauma to her. Why would we want a person dealing with rape to 
also experience the death of a loved one? Abortion always hurts at least TWO people.   
While the woman was violated, while would we want her to continue the cycle of abuse and violate
the innocent life inside of her? The rapist rapes to have power and control over another and the 
woman murders to have power and control over another. 
It is so sad that people conflate the evil act of rape with pregnancy when these are two completely
separate events. Yes, the rape started a chain of events that helped create the pregnancy, but the 
pregnancy cannot be reduced to the initial act in this fallacy of causality.   
The child is not evil, the child did not rape the mother, the child is his or her own person. To 
condemn the child because of the rapist is to punish a person for the deeds of their father, to give
someone the death penalty for the crimes of their parents. Do we condemn the relatives of the 
rapist? This is merely guilt by association. 
In spiritual reality, our parents DNA did not create us, we passed through them in the vehicle of the
body, as our life if greater than our bodies. Our parents' actions do not reflect who WE are. We are
Sovereign.   
Rape is a horrific experience never to be condoned, but the pregnancy is not part of that 
experience and does not have to bring pain and suffering to the mother, but can actually bring the
opposite. It can bring her healing and joy, which can be redeeming.  
Again, the woman can always give the child up for adoption, but I have a story of a woman who 
didn't. 
My friend was a child of rape and her story is so immensely beautiful that her mother chose to 



have her out of love instead of fear, and while she was going to give her up for adoption she fell 
in love with her after giving birth, feeling the joy any mother should under any circumstance.   
My friend is quite an amazing gal and I met her in our shared interest of the Great Work. And 
when I fight for the babies of rape, I REALLY know its a good cause as I am fighting for the infinite
value of this person's life. 
Recently, a child in Argentina was raped and denied an abortion by her hospital. Now, obviously 
the rape and age of the girl is tragic, but if her pregnancy was not life-threatening to her at that 
age then terminating it would still not be ethical.  
Article: https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2019/feb/28/girl-11-gives-birth-to-
rapists-child-after-argentina-refuses-abortion
Pro-choicers were outraged and made this story a headline, look at all these abortion activists 
congregating. Yet,  imagine if you were that child, who survived a premature birth, and that you 
later discover that thousands of protestors were outraged that you lived. How would you feel as 
one of these protestors and the failure of your protest actually saved a life.  
Utterly despicable. 
On of course global government the UN SHAMES Argentina for not killing this child. But shame on 
your United Nations for wanted him dead!
RAPE AND ABORTION ARE WRONG FOR THE SAME REASON. THEY ARE BOTH VIOLENT ACTS 
OF AGGRESSION UPON OTHER PEOPLE'S BODIES. 

SATANIC WORLD
Life is good and abundant and we can make room for life to grow, but our poisoned worldview 
sees life as a burden, as suffering, and pain. It is our self-loathing, lack of self-respect, and lack of
self-worth that has created such a dark world.  
Our life-conditions are difficult because we live in a satanic society based on social darwinism in 
which the purpose of life is to fight for survival, where money is our God, brainwashing is our 
education, and slavery is our way of life. 
Most of the food created in the world is thrown in the trash, and more vacant homes exist than 
homeless people. Have you observed how quickly houses are built? Don't tell me we have a 
shortage of houses and food because we most definitely don't. Our potential is being regressed by
our lack of care for truth and morality, our selfishness, and the psychopathic desires of our 
controllers.
Children become troubled because we corrupt them with our culture and beliefs... 
Children are often more connected to truth and intuition than we are, seeing things as they are and
they rebel against us because our souls are so empty and minds so opposed to truth that we give
them no other choice. 
We tell them that imaginary numbers are what has value, not their souls. We tell them that it is 
perfectly fine to eat murder on our plates, and then we tell them that abortion is an act of love and
its mommies decision whether a child should be born or not.  
Then we assure them that they were lucky that we wanted them, which only reinforces conditional 
love.   
So we wonder why children grow to become so problematic.... And then in our sick twisted minds,
we use this as an excuse to abort them before even having them, saying I want no problematic 
child in my life.   
The problem is that we fail to understand the objective difference between good and evil, and 
governments have been brainwashing us to thinking that evil is good... of course that is going to 
mess up our children! Have we not suffered enough as a species to NOT know what evil is?   

While children are gifts for our lives, they don't come here for us... they didn't come here to serve 
us, they come here for their own spiritual evolution and to learn their own moral lessons. WHO 
ARE WE TO ROB THAT FROM THEM? They even have much to teach us, connecting us with the 
purity of the unconditioned heart and mind.   
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People are the most valuable things in life, even though our satanic society will tell you its money. 
In fact, society will tell that making money from destroying life is an intelligent option. 
The system of money will ALWAYS oppose TRUE MORALITY. This is why WAR will remain the 
most profitable of businesses. 
You are told of the financial hardship you will face by having your child but there is no price tag to
life. The value of life is never a cost, only to the satanic worldview in which the heart remains 
absent.
One can always find ethical financial support when they live under Natural Law. Love expands into 
opportunities... BUT fear contracts into the falsehood that there is no other option but the WORST 
option possible.   

CHOICE VS. RIGHTS
Let's get more into philosophy... 
People often conflate rights with choice.  
The truth of the matter is that neither man's law or even Natural Law prohibits CHOICE, so there is 
no validity to being “PRO-CHOICE.” We always have CHOICE, free-will. 
Rather than being pro-choice, we should be pro-RIGHT, and pro-RIGHTS, pro-making-the-right-
choice. 
Even saying that one has the “right” to choose is in error because the word “RIGHT” means that it
is right to do, that it is in alignment with Natural Law. And not every choice is right to do. There are
many wrong choices, we can make. 
Thus, while anyone has the choice to do anything they want, CHOICE IS NOT SYNONYMOUS 
WITH MORALITY. 
(When an action is considered illegal, government merely enforces consequences in the form of 
punishment if and ONLY if a person is caught.) 
On the other hand, Natural Law consequences are not delivered by any person or organization, 
they are cosmic, karmic, and fated and cannot be avoided, but WHEN these consequences occur 
cannot be predicted.
When people say that by desiring abortion to be ILLEGAL removes a woman's choice, they are in 
err. A woman CAN ALWAYS choose abortion. She can perform it herself or find assistance in the 
black market usually without legal repercussions as when abortion was illegal in the U.S., women 
didn't receive criminalization. Here it states that: "Rather than arresting the women having the 
abortions, legal officials were more likely to interrogate these women to obtain evidence against the
abortion provider in order to close down that provider's business."  
From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion
Abortion is not a natural choice any healthy woman would make and is an act of destruction 
because her mind is infected with fear. Because most women would not kill their own fetus, their 
choice is greatly influenced by propaganda. 
On the other hand, if a woman had to perform the abortion herself she would be faced with the 
reality that she is in fact committing an act of murder, that she must actually use a weapon, which 
is commonly a coat hanger to dismember the living being inside of her... and hope to excrete all 
the victim's body parts.
A major pro-choice argument is that we should make abortions easy and accessible so that 
women don't harm themselves from trying to kill their babies with a hanger. 
This is like saying we should provide murders with weapons to kill their prey. 
It seems extreme, but both cases have a weapon, an object used violently against another, and 
both are about using a weapon on a human being, just different ages.   
What we have been teaching women with poisoned feminism is that they should not experience 
consequences for their actions. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion


To desire to make abortions as painless and easy as possible is making the wrong choice 
comfortable for women.
But unexpected events ARE NOT TRAGIC EVENTS. If we lived in a world that valued life we would 
help ease women's fear of the consequences of pregnancy, because the CONSEQUENCES OF A 
PREGNANCY IS LIFE. And there is NO GREATER consequence. Even in materialist language, life is
a bonus to life.  But the sickness of a materialist is that he values money more than life.  
You know you live in a toxic environment when women don't want to bring children into the world.
Something is majorly fucked up.  
PLUS, the financial system doesn't really facilitate trade and exchange but restricts and regresses 
growth and potential. It is against the currency of consciousness. 
This all boils down to: should we make abortion easily accessible?
Nowadays, getting an abortion is so painless and easy and a woman never sees the victim's body.
The doctors are motivated to make it a very pleasant experience since they are well-paid.   
(If abortions were difficult, a woman would have to think about it very carefully, instead of making 
some flippant decision.)
Thus, making abortion illegal merely makes it harder for a woman to get one, it doesn't stop them 
and in the past, they have rarely received punishment. Do I think that man's law should punish a 
woman for an abortion? No, I don't. Under Natural Law we all get our karma... and woman will 
always pay a hefty price for this action. Her life will never be the same.   
While we CANNOT control another person and make their choices for them, we can influence 
people with our voice after we have obtained the knowledge of objective morality so that we can 
explain what is right. With knowledge, we can hope to prevent people from making the wrong 
decision or to help them correct themselves, repent and heal after the fact.  
And that is what I am doing here... I am not forcing a woman against her will to make the right 
choice. We live in an age where she will find endless support for the wrong choice.
Now, most pro-choice people rarely say they are pro-abortion, even in Roe v Wade. 
But pro-choice means your pro-both choices, pro-life and pro-abortion, therefore you are pro-
abortion, which is really the opposite of pro-life, meaning that it is in fact pro-death. It's a 
contradiction.  
It is claimed that while abortion is wrong, it must be a necessary option for women, that we should
"trust women" to know when the evil of abortion is necessary. And at this point, I must make the 
note that the whole foundation of government is based on the anti-principle of "necessary evil," as 
our founding fathers declared. However, there is no such thing as a necessary evil.   
Furthermore, by using the term “pro-choice,” these individuals can say that they are ALSO pro-life,
the fallacy of linguistic ambiguity.
However, you cannot be BOTH pro-life and pro-abortion.
How can we give women the right to take a wrong-action and then trust women to take the right 
action? If we cared about women we would want them to take the right action because right action
leads to the good.  
Abortion is NOT pro-woman. Woman is merely being used and manipulated, a victim of mind-
control turned into a murderer.  
Just as male soldiers have been turned into murderers used for profit and eugenics, so too are 
women being used for the same.  
Roe v. Wade could never be overturned because our New World Order operating through the 
United Nations claims that abortion is a human right when abortion is a violation of human rights.  
In 2005, the United Nations ordered Peru to compensate a woman for denying her an abortion, 
which was the first time the UN declared abortion a right. This shows the power of the UN in its 
ability to coerce countries to follow its commands. 
https://news.un.org/en/story/2016/01/520272-un-announces-peru-will-compensate-woman-
historic-human-rights-abortion-case
In this UN document, it states that all human beings have a right to life but then later says that 
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"state parties must provide safe, legal and effective access to abortion." 

This is not just saying that abortion is legal, it is saying that abortions MUST BE provided by 
governments, and it is a false claim that rights MUST be provided for, a claim of ALL SOCIALIST 
dictatorships.     

The problem with positive laws and creating so-called rights out of thin air, is that besides being 
based in relativism, you cannot make a right a law, because there are infinite right actions any 
person can take, a right-action being an action that doesn't cause harm to another. 
True Law is apophatic, meaning that is the prohibition of wrong, not the assertion of right. It is what
we can't do, NOT what can do. 
The hidden agenda behind positive law is for government to provide that right and control how it is
done as ULTIMATE CONTROL is the goal. This is why the United Nations is considering food and 
shelter a right that they must provide for, as they roll out their Agenda 2030 and the 5G smart grid.
THEY want to own our property and determine where we get our food so they can control us and 
have the ability to murder us, easily if we become a threat.  
Just because a person has a right to do something, like the right to have children, doesn't mean 
that government MUST provide husbands and wives for everyone. 
Such a belief is anti-thesis to sovereignty because we become dependent on our provider, and 
government poses as mommy and daddy. This destroys freedom and the choices for right action. 

Abortion rights have been conflated with woman's rights, reproductive rights, and even 
constitutional rights, but these are NOT rights, they are choices. Just because a woman has a 
choice doesn't mean its right. 
Notice how this woman says it was right for her to do and no one else. Now, she is correct that it 
wasn't right for anyone else, it obviously wasn't right for the baby, for the father, for the baby's 
other relatives. 
Video: Mark Passio: The Unholy Feminine, Neo-Feminism & the Satanic Epi-Eugenics Agenda  
https://youtu.be/TVPxYXc6Cbo 

Under moral relativism goodness, morality, and rights are not objective, they are subjective.
Moral relativism is popular with the new age movement, as a form of non-judgmentalism, 
tolerance, and acceptance, which is seen as divine. However, there is nothing divine about harm 
and evil and the natural law of Polarity is a fact of the cosmos.  
Moral relativism relates to the popular academic ideology called pragmatism, which denies the 
existence of objective truth, stating that truth is what is right for me. 
(It prioritizes action and choice over metaphysics and knowledge so that we choose what we want 
without knowing what actions are objectively good.)  
We can easily see how this ideology has perpetuated much evil in the world as the global elitists 
are just doing what is right for them in their quest for more and more power. To them, this 
eugenics operation of its massive genocides through war, disease, manufactured famine, and 
abortion is RIGHT FOR THEM, it advances their goals. 
Pragmatism also states that the ends justify the means because it is a results-oriented approach. 
While abortion propaganda teaches women that killing their unborn child justifies their desire for 
freedom, there is no freedom with a guilty conscience. Freedom requires right-action.
Along with relativism, pragmatism also relates to consequentialism and utilitarianism. The moral 
deficiency in their argument is that wrong-action can have an initially positive result or a perceived 
positive result.  
For example, when one steals, he gains a new possession. Yet, there will be negative karma and 
the torment of the subconscious. All harm we cause others comes back to us. 
True understanding of morality means that there is no reason that would ever rationalize harm. 
There is never an evil means that justifies a purported good end. We must seek the right choice 
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no matter the initial results as to see the bigger karmic picture and also the value of sacrifice...   

Real morality sees the value of heroic sacrifice—that we should be instilling in our girls, doing what
is right and good, even though there may be difficult, as ultimately consciousness evolves this way.
Women have the opportunity to understand the amazing value of human life experiencing it 
physically inside her, in its very beginnings. 
THE TRUTH IS that Natural Law RIGHTS are eternal and immutable and do not come from some 
man-made body of control freaks. 
All Living Beings have Rights. Living beings have the RIGHT to not be harmed and the RIGHT to 
live, no matter their age. 

Video: Rome Reports: UN Human Rights Committee: 
https://youtu.be/Rc-2w0T9liQ

Because that being is living inside the mother, people think it has no rights and that the mother 
should decide who lives and who dies.  
Just because a child is inside of her for 9 months doesn't mean she owns his entire life, 
considering it could potentially live for 100 years. 
Just because the fetus is dependent on the mom doesn't make it less of a human being. A baby 
out of the womb is also dependent on the parents and even more so in the sense of interaction.  
At the instant of conception, HER body is no longer just HER body. The embryo and fetus is NOT 
an extension of her body, but existing WITHIN her body and connected to it through the temporary
tissue called the placenta.  
Physically it is very clear that there is a differentiation between the two bodies, if this differentiation 
wasn't there, abortions would be very difficult to perform without really harming the mother.  
The unborn baby OWNS his body just in the way each individual being owns his or her body, this 
is the Natural Law principle of Self-Ownership. When the woman has another person suction out 
his body into a waster bin, she is destroying the human-being.  
The fact that we have brainwashed women to think that her baby's body is HER body shows our 
illogical and selfish a society we are. Women don't even cognitively understand what a baby is and
what is existing inside of her. The whole abortion clinic, rarely uses the term baby and being to 
describe the process. 
We find it perfectly acceptable for a woman to perceive an inconvenient pregnancy as an 
unfortunate invasion inside her body and a negative intrusion upon her life, like cancer that needs 
to be removed. And we celebrate the removal of this being as a woman's relief and freedom when
nothing could be further from the truth.  

NATURAL LAW and Man's Law 
Video: Nathan Riddett: Natural Law Seminar Condensed 2017 
https://youtu.be/XwonYYOaj3E
Natural LAW regards the objective difference between right and wrong behavior, actions that do not
cause harm, and actions that cause harm. 
To understand Natural Law Anarchy is to understand that everyone is EQUAL under the Law. But 
man's law falsely claims that some men should rule other men and should create fictitious laws to 
enforce upon them.  
If YOUR neighbor were to try to rule you with behavioral restrictions that didn't cause harm 
requiring you pay them a tax, you could easily see this as wrong. What gives your neighbor the 
right to do this? Well, what if your neighbor had more weapons than you. Now, this does not give 
him the right, because right is NOT might, your neighbor is simply violating your rights under 
coercion and threat. Government is simply your evil neighbor, and you comply to avoid violence.  
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Just as bankers create the self-serving rules of the money game for financial control, the law-
makers create the self-serving rules of a legal game to control our actions and restrict freedom, so
that they may have more and we will have less.  
Video: Jerry Day, Secrets of the Slave State
https://youtu.be/DVq_fIZeO00
When the anarchist says "NO" to the system of man's law, if he is not coming from Natural Law, 
his understanding of LAW will be distorted, as law is not the problem--it is the wrong kind of law. 
Law will ALWAYS exist because right and wrong always exist, and consequences always exist but 
do we understand it correctly is the question.   
Man's law exists as a proxy for Natural Law, as a proxy for morality, as MOST people think that 
what is legal is moral and what is illegal is immoral. But in the heat of controversy, we start to see 
that truth and man's law does not always coincide with morality, and many find themselves 
disagreeing with man's law, as in the case of Roe vs. Wade.   
While philosophically, man's law is evil because it is the arbitration of rights by a ruling class, it still 
retains some correspondence to Natural Law; if this weren't the case, the system would crumble 
because evil destroys itself when not covered in partial truths. Consequently, many actions deemed
criminal by the legal system are immoral actions, like rape, theft, and murder; this is where man's 
law and Natural Law align.  
Because of this, we must desire for man's law to be as close to Natural Law as possible and this 
can be somewhat confusing to anarchists who want to throw out man's law entirely. Even though 
man's law as a whole is immoral, it represents the morality of the people and is not going away 
anytime soon.  
This means that we should NOT fight JUST laws and that we should fight unjust laws. Knowing 
what makes a law just or not, is whether it resonates with Natural Law, the REAL LAW.    
Even Christian statist Thomas Aquinas understood this. 
“Natural law is less specific than human laws, but human laws are applications of natural law and 
cannot deviate from what we might call the spirit of the natural law, as applied to the time and 
place of the human law's promulgation. If a human law does deviate in this way, if it is not a 
proper and rationally defensible application of the natural law, then it is a perversion of law, which 
is to say, it is a law in name only (q95, a2, p. 59).” 
Source: On Law, Morality and Politics Hackett 
Unfortunately, like most people, Aquinas confuses laws with rules. Yes, we need rules when it 
comes to travel and other group actions, but not laws. Rules with a functional purpose will be 
followed by reason. 
ANARCHY MEANS NO RULERS, NOT NO RULES.  
No additional laws can be added to Natural Law, only rules, which are changeable and relative to 
life-conditions. 
--
Returning back to the matter, some anarchists that don't have the understanding of the relationship 
between Natural Law and man's law will want to fight ALL of man's laws or even fight just laws that
are in alignment with Natural Law.   
They fail to understand that morality and right-action are in direct proportion to our level of 
freedom and external anarchy, regardless of their relation to man's law. Freedom doesn't mean the
right to harm, but the opposite. 
This false form of anarchy is found in satanism and is about doing whatever you want, whenever 
you want regardless of whether it harms another. Satanism rejects higher Law by exploiting free 
will, corrupting the notion of True Freedom, as being free to harm.   
Since my channel is a philosophy channel, I wanted to mention that this false form of anarchy was 
popularized during 19th-century anarchist movement, with this book from Max Stirner: Called the 
Ego and Its Own: The Case of the Individual Against Authority. Stirner asserts the argument of 
egotism, that a person can only act in self-interest, rejecting altruism.    
This book has been said to have influenced the existentialist Nietzsche.  
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ALTRUISM is the ability to make a moral sacrifice, and humans can develop this ability. It is the 
embodiment of the hero archetype in both men and women. Heroes put themselves on the line for
the greater good. 
And doing what is right that may not bring egoic satisfaction or social resonance. 
True anarchy as the state of external freedom exists when our hearts, minds, spirit, and actions are
in alignment with TRUTH and LOVE. Until then, the control system will continue to be a 
manifestation of our collective immorality. 
On one level we must attempt to wake man up from the control system as a whole, for him to see
that he operates through moral relativism, as does man's law, and that is the source of his 
suffering. Through apophasis, discovering truth through the negative, through falsehood, he can 
recognize Natural Law based on objective morality, through the illegitimacy of man's law. But only 
certain people will be ready for this.   
On another level, the level of the rest of the world—we must seek to influence humanity by desiring
man's law to be in as much alignment to Natural Law to prevent harm to others, while we educate 
people on Natural Law. We are attempting to avoid catastrophe and the destruction of civilization 
into extreme immoral chaos, in the hopes we may peacefully evolve rather than continue the 
bloody cycles of revolution. 
Furthermore, this helps our cultural values, since government laws affect how people perceive and 
act in the world. When we normalize evil through these laws, making it acceptable we are 
descending into great darkness.  
From what has been said, it is not contradictory to support man's law when it aligns with Natural 
Law. What true anarchist, who understands the long road to freedom would want murder to be 
legalized in the meantime—in the name of anarchy? What I have provided is a realistic assessment
based on both life conditions AND metaphysical principles.  
Without man's government, harming others is still prohibited by Natural Law, and we will face 
consequences regardless of man's government.
The irony is that consequences for doing harm in the aggregate is itself man's government! We 
enslave ourselves by our own actions. There is no true anarchy WITHOUT morality! 
Man's law is a reflection of our own deviation from Natural Law, and as time unfolds man's law will
ultimately invert Natural Law as we see with abortion.  
When we realize that what is legal can be immoral and what is illegal can be moral, we have taken
our first steps out of social conditioning, this is a glitch in the matrix. We can start to differentiate 
the control system, based on power, control, greed, and corruption from nature's system of 
objective morality based on the Principle of the Absolute Good.  
For if we are to oppose man's law, then we must have some solid basis to do this, and this solid 
basis CAN ONLY BE NATURAL LAW. 
There are two ways in which man's law and Natural Law don't align. The first is when man's law 
prohibits certain behaviors that exist within our right to perform, and this is the destruction of liberty 
and freedom. By restricting actions that we have the right to make, the control system holds back 
our potential and growth so that we remain dependent, weak, slaves. 
The second way in which there is an incongruity between man's law and Natural Law is when we 
make immoral actions LEGAL. The government gives a person the right to perform wrong actions 
in the belief that government creates rights, which it does not. The biggest example of this is WAR,
and adding insult to injury we force people to go to WAR against their will. This happened during 
the draft for the Vietnam war when the government forced people to invade and slaughter people 
in another country mandated by law. And nothing is more evil than calling evil law. In reality, True 
Law is of Love.  
And yet the brainwashed masses still love their country, love obedience, and worship their military 
that ruined so many men's lives.    
Acknowledging these two ways for man's law and Natural Law to be deviated, we can see those 
unjust prohibitions like the use of cannabis and psychedelics--which doesn't harm another, while 
WRONG for government to prohibit, is not AS wrong as legalizing immoral actions, like war and 



genocide.   
Abortion is a genocide against the youngest people in our world. Since 1980 we have had 1.5 
billion surgical abortions performed, thousands every day. If abortion never became legal, many of 
these lives may have been saved, but instead, it was rationalized as a victory for personal freedom,
bodily integrity, and right to privacy. What about the freedom of the baby? What about the bodily 
integrity of the baby? Do you have the right to murder someone in private? 
---

States, like Missouri, Alabama, and Ohio that desire to prohibit abortion are not attempting to pass 
positive law, they are attempting to retract the positive abortion law.   
Some anarchists and libertarians are against this and believe we should keep Roe. Vs. Wade 
decision because it keeps government out of our affairs. Their argument is that by legalizing 
abortion, there is LESS of man's law to deal with. 
However, this is an error in thought as the creation of POSITIVE LAWS, turning wrongs into rights 
supports man's law, most directly, since man's law is based on our corruption.  
On a side note, the very fact that states laws are in contradiction to federal laws, reveals the 
arbitrary nature of laws and that they have nothing to do with objective morality.  
Most POSITIVE LAWS, laws legalizing behavior, are fake laws that give fakes rights to people, rights
they don't intrinsically have. For example, the income tax is a positive law added to the constitution
that states that we must give the government a portion of our money. But that is not a law, that is a
demand with the threat of violence, as seen in our neighbor analogy.  
The Patriot Act is another positive law created after 9-11 that allows the government to spy on all 
communications, have all of our information like a bank account, and search and seize whenever.  
This is WHY government has to create laws because, without fake laws, they are in the default 
naturally wrong-actions. Such positive laws mandate exceptions to what common sense tells us is 
bad.     
Abortion is not a private matter that it only involves the woman and her body and only her body 
parts. Feminism merely appeals to a woman's self-loathing and unhealthy ego, never her mind and
heart. 
But in the act of abortion, there is a victim here, a victim with a beating heart, or soon beating 
heart.
While some anarchists want women to choose life but have abortion as a necessary evil of 
circumstance, the opposite has occurred as abortion is now simply contraception and requires no 
justification.  
Selling abortions has become a hot commodity and meeting quotas is good for business.  
Video: Planned Parenthood Abortion Quotas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=13&v=mkxUAR3a_Jc

Moreover, government has done MORE than make abortion a private matter, as it has donated 
tons of money to abortion clinics all over the world and we will get into the global agenda soon. 
We have seen how the United Nations has made abortion not only a positive law, but that it must 
be available to every woman in the world. 
Abortions are not provided for difficult outlier cases but as a common practice. If its a right, you be
able to do it all the time for any reason.  
Contrary to what anarchists want, after Roe Vs. Wade, government has been more in our affairs 
than not, as our tax-money, the money government steals from us, now supports the multi-billion 
dollar industry. Furthermore, abortion propaganda infiltrates our education system and media to 
molest the minds of women to turn against their most precious duty as the bearers of life. 
What anarchists need to understand is that we live in an immoral society, so having abortion an 
option for women will be chosen. Our current global dictatorship reveals our corrupt we are and 
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we think we can trust women to make the best choice from a good and bad option when a 
dictatorship actively promotes the bad option?
The level of government exists to the degree that people are immoral and when government 
continues to legalize immorality it will only happen more and more, more and more genocide. 
In 1913, the 16th amendment was added to the constitution that made income tax constitutional, 
after the supreme court declared it unconstitutional only years before.  
While taxes were as low as 1% of your income, today they are much higher and on average 
between 20-30%...  Positive laws asserting non-rights, like the income tax, can ONLY GET 
WORSE. THINGS ONLY GET WORSE, once you set evil in motion.   
Legalizing wrong-action brings no limit to the crime and ultimately glorifies it...   
---
While we often think of the 1960s as the social revolution towards peace, civil rights, liberty, and 
gender equality, there was definitely a darker contradictory subtext. Men would lose all rights to 
keep their children and the youngest children would be declared to have no rights at all. 
In the late 1960s, abortion was legalized with zero restrictions in much of Europe and Canada and 
the US would soon follow.  
Since then, this runaway train of legalizing the immoral action of abortion has led to a chain of 
destructive events as all other corrupt opportunistic systems of control and greed, intertwined with 
government, join in to get a piece of the action.  
In the public sector, abortion has become an incredibly profitable business, a high-paying 
“respectable” profession, and even a tax-supported industry. 
Another negative effect from legalizing abortion is that so much resources are being poured into it, 
that we have less health services for the living. Money is taken out of primary health care.  
Now that abortion is connected to the profit-based industry, aborted fetuses are simply a 
commodity used in anti-aging beauty products, pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and food.
The biotech company Senomyx has developed chemical additives to enhance flavor and small 
using fetal cells. They have developed products for Pepsi, Kraft Foods, Nestle, Campbell Soup, and
Coca-Cola.  
https://www.hli.org/resources/products-that-use-aborted-fetuses/
https://steemit.com/health/@sensistar/comprehensive-list-of-companies-that-use-aborted-fetal-
cells-as-flavour

Here are some of the food items: (Gatorade, Lays chips, Tropicana, Dasani Water, Minute Maid) 
This is nothing other than cannibalism and a satanic blood sacrifice ritual. Very similar to carnism.  
What is the ultimate form of dominance? Eating your prey. 

Planned Parenthood, the largest abortion provider, existing in 134 nations had the annual revenue 
of $1.3 billion in 2014 and guess what, the US government donates half a billion dollars yearly 
(image), one-third of its money, while the profitable institution is tax-exempt.  
Video: The Prenatal Care Deception by Live-Action 
https://youtu.be/ekgiScr364Y

Undercover investigations have revealed that Planned Parenthood sells body parts of its aborted 
fetuses. 
Video: Abortion Clinic Employees – “Babies born alive daily.”
https://youtu.be/9fhyJItGPko
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Taking this further, former employees of late trimester abortion clinics have come out with their 
horror stories of babies fully out of the womb being murdered or put on a rack to die. 
Video: Ben Shapiro: The Truth About Planned Parenthood: 
https://youtu.be/RhoFNmMeO8k

The pro-choice argument cannot address the difference between killing a baby inside the mother's
womb and a baby a few seconds out of the womb. If they admit that killing the baby outside the 
womb is wrong, then they have to admit that the baby is not the woman's body. 
Thus, the abortion industry supports infanticide.  

Video: Planned Parenthood Supports Born-Alive Abortions 
https://youtu.be/jzM-tlAAITk

Video: Senate Rejects the Born-Alive Abortions Survivor Protection Act 
https://youtu.be/4TcBmlRLIl4

Here is the story of a woman who survived an abortion.
Video: Abortion Survivor Tells her story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyDdjsZut8Y
Video: Melissa Ohden Testimony – Planned Parenthood Exposed
https://youtu.be/xAnxTMjMMmY

Again, once man's law deviates from Natural Law and we legalize immoral action-a horrific chain 
of events will follow.  
Now, in part 1 we talked about the procedure of late-term abortions but here at the end of this 
video, I will show you a real-live late-term abortion to ask you the question of what a true dystopia
is? The Handmaid tale feminist protests are telling you that if a woman cannot kill her baby up to 
term, then we are living in a misogynist dystopia. Is that true? 
Please end the video here if you do not wish to see reality, but ask yourself if abortion is perfectly 
normal and moral and a right, then why do you have to skip this part. Just like the vegan issues, I 
f your eyes can't stomach it, then neither should your ethics.  
Watch the video here:  
https://cultureshiftforlife.com/2017/12/23/abortion-tears-life-apart/
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PART 3: EUGENICS 
Welcome back to Part 3 of Abortion, Eugenics, the Satanic (not-)New World Order, and Natural 
Law Anarchy. It is suggested you watch part 1 and 2 first but not entirely necessary. 

ABORTION and PROPERTY:

When it comes to abortion, fathers have no rights, and often the father wants to keep the child. Of 
course sometimes its the father that wants the abortion, but the woman can over-ride that.

On the pro-abortion side, a child is seen as the property of the mother because the child exists 
inside the mother. Even though, those who understand sovereignty KNOW that no person is the 
property of another, let's assume for the sake of argument that this is true and go into property 
rights in the libertarian-anarchist context. 

In this argument that Noah, my partner came up with: Imagine that a husband and wife purchase a
house but it is on the land owned by the wife. Even so, if the wife wants to do anything to the 
house, including tearing it down, she must have the consent of her husband. The house is still 
50/50. Therefore based on common sense, men have reproductive rights too.  

When humans are property, they are SLAVES. This comes from the materialist worldview that sees 
life in terms of ownership and control.   

While we conceive of slavery as existing in the past and perpetrated against black Americans, 
slavery exists today, in a more subtle but still insidious form, as forced indoctrination, wage-slavery,
taxes—in which a part of your labor is owned, and the restrictions of freedom and oppression by 
the social hierarchy.

Government treats human-beings as property, like human resources, as we are even assigned a 
number and receipt: the birth certificate. The government can essentially force us to do anything 
against our will as they own the monopoly of violence, the monopoly of money, the monopoly of 
energy, etc...  We have allowed them to become our owners because we have believed ignorance
to be bliss. 

The niece of anti-abortionist Martin Luther King Jr., Alveda King, has stated: ”How can the 'Dream' 
survive if we murder the children? Every aborted baby is like a slave in the womb of his or her 
mother. The mother decides his or her fate. If the Dream of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is to live, our
babies must live. Our mothers must choose life.”  

When people think that man-made government actually cares about their rights, as with the 
abortion debate, they are incredibly deluded. 

The whole system is based on the violation of rights, granting rights to government that they don't 
intrinsically have. 

The government wants us to believe that governments bring freedom and prosperity, when it brings
us slavery and oppression; they want us to believe governments bring security and peace, when 
they bring violation and harm, that governments protect rights, when government destroys rights... 
and governments will go so far to tell you that the destruction of a right is a right... simply so you 
will gladly kill yourself off! 

Government, which is tyranny by differing degrees, is by nature self-serving to the ruling class. 

And there ALWAYS exists a nefarious hidden agenda behind any so-called good. 

The hidden agenda behind abortion is that governments want to reduce the number of humans in 
the world, as to them there are too many "useless eaters" and low-lives. But the sad thing is that 



we give them a reason to believe we are low lives, as we are content disrespecting ourselves, 
eating up their lies, and playing their rigged games like good little slaves NOT GIVING A SHIT 
ABOUT WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING IN THE WORLD, only caring for what we can gain for 
ourselves.   

Their eugenics operation is meant to slowly kill us. Our water is fluoridated, our vaccines have 
mercury, GMO food is poisoned, cures for cancer unavailable, and the air made toxic by 
chemtrails. Not only does our contaminated environment cause all sorts of health issues, like 
strange new auto-immune diseases that can't be medically explained, but this adds to our fertility 
issues as governments mass sterilization policies have been put in place in the early 20 th century. 

In 1969, there was a New York Times article about Paul Ehrlich, calling for sterilization chemicals to
be added to the food supply in order to achieve globalist goals of human depopulation.  
https://www.intellihub.com/new-york-times-spike-the-food-supply-with-sterilization-chemicals-to-
cause-global-infertility-and-depopulation/
In this article, Dr. Barry Commoner, a governmental official of Washington University in St. Louis 
added to the discussion:
“Can we not invent a way to reduce our population growth rate to zero? Every human institution – 
school, university, church, family, government and international agencies such as Unesco – should 
set this as its prime task.”
Paul Ehrlich became known for his 1968 book, The Population Bomb. (video clips) I highly 
recommend watching the Corbett Report's documentary on Paul Ehrlich and supporting his 
channel.
Video: Meet Paul Ehrlich, Pseudoscience Charlatan
https://youtu.be/ZS6EGoTuWNY

Ehrlich wrote Ecoscience 1977, co-authored by his wife and John Holden, Obama's top science 
and technology advisor.  

From the Book: Ecoscience (p. 1,434) "Regarding A Planetary Regime:  
“Regulation of one vital global commons has not yet been seriously discussed -- that

commons is the atmosphere. Even more than the resources of the oceans, the 
atmosphere is shared by all human beings -- and other organisms as well. It is crucial to 
preserve the atmosphere's quality and the stability of global climate. But that these are 
now threatened and should be protected by international agreement is only beginning to 
be recognized in a few quarters. 

Should a Law of the Sea be successfully established, it could serve as a model for a 
future Law of the Atmosphere to regulate the use of airspace, to monitor climate change, 
and to control atmospheric pollution. Perhaps those agencies, combined with UNEP and 
the United Nations population agencies, might eventually be developed into a Planetary 
Regime -- sort of an international superagency for population, resources, and 
environment. Such a comprehensive Planetary Regime could control the development, 
administration, conservation, and distribution of all natural resources, renewable or 
nonrenewable, at least insofar as international implications exist. Thus, the Regime could 
have the power to control pollution not only in the atmosphere and the oceans, but also in
such freshwater bodies as rivers and lakes that cross international boundaries or that 
discharge into the oceans. The Regime might also be a logical central agency for 
regulating all international trade, perhaps including assistance from DCs to LDCs, and 
including all food on the international market."  

The book even supports forced abortions:
“Indeed, it has been concluded that compulsory population-control laws, even including laws 
requiring compulsory abortion, could be sustained under the existing Constitution if the population 
crisis became sufficiently severe to endanger the society. “

https://youtu.be/ZS6EGoTuWNY
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Here we see some of the goals of Ehrlich already implemented in the United Nations: (scroll page:
Abortion Policies and Reproductive Health around the World) 
You know you are part of the global elite when you are speaking at the Vatican. 

While there was a big push for global depopulation in the 1970s, let's first go back into some of 
the history of eugenics and sterilization. 

The First International Eugenics Congress in London was held in 1912, a meeting of global elitists 
to discuss eugenics laws. Charles Darwin's son, Leonard Darwin, presided.
Francis Galton, a cousin to Charles Darwin, coined the term eugenics in 1883, defining it as "the 
study of the agencies under social control, that improve or impair the racial qualities of the future 
generations either physically or mentally."    
Eugenics is a theory of action based on the ideology of darwinism and social darwinism. 
Darwinism is about the competitive survival of all species, while social darwinism is about the 
competitive survival and dominance of human-beings over other human-beings, involving the 
construct of the social hierarchy.   
Positive eugenics is the increase of so-called desirable traits, and negative eugenics is the 
decrease of undesirable traits. Negative eugenics includes immigration restrictions, sterilization, 
abortion, marriage “laws,” and euthanasia. We will be focusing on negative eugenics, sometimes 
called dysgenics.  
The subtitle for Charles Darwin's book Origin of the Species is the “Preservation of Favored Races 
in the Struggle for Life.”  

Behind this is the satanic belief that the ruling class, the global elite, are by nature the most “fittest”
of men, while the rest of humanity are an inferior class to be ruled over and culled. They regard 
this as the WAR AGAINST THE WEAK.
And now think for a moment, who is the weakest human being to defend himself or herself?. 
Yes my friends, abortion is a war against the weak.  
The fabric of our society is the exploitation and murder of the weak, not only of unborn fetuses but
with many animal populations. 
Eugenics is another term for SOCIAL-ENGINEERING. 
In Part 1, we talked about satanist Anton LaVey. Recall how his specific desire was to “weed out 
the weak.” 
When God, or the Infinite All is removed from one's worldview, man becomes his own God, and 
man rules other men and attempts to hijack the creative gender principle as much as possible. 
The Satanic Witch, written by Anton LaVey, has a forward from his daughter Zeena, stating that “the
Satanic Witch, among many other things, is a guide to selective breeding, a manual for eugenics—
the lost science of preserving the able-bodied and able-minded while controlling the surplus 
population of the weak and incompetent.” 
Again the materialist mindset brings slavery and oppression. Controller and controlled.   
In other words, eugenics is the pursuit of governmental CONTROL of man's reproduction in the 
desire to breed superior genes and breed out inferior genes. 
Now, a quick note on control, people think that man legalizing abortion is removing government 
control, but control is interfering with the pregnancy in an unnatural way. It is not in harmony with 
nature, to terminate the life of the pre-born.  

Back to eugenics...
In 1921, Margaret Sanger, member of the American Eugenics Society, founded the American Birth 
Control League, which received extensive funding from John D. Rockefeller and his family. Here it 
mentions that J.D. Rockefeller created the Population Council to encourage research and education
concerning the relationship of the worlds' population to its material and cultural resources.  



From the New York Times Article: New Group Sets Up Population Study: J.D. Rockefeller 3d 
Heads Educational Project on Trends and Problems 
https://www.nytimes.com/1953/08/04/archives/new-group-sets-up-population-study-j-d-
rockefeller-3d-heads.html
Video: David Rockefeller talks about overpopulation and population control 
https://youtu.be/4tMOtR9qrRg

Mike Wallace Interview with Margaret Sanger (1957)
https://youtu.be/HsrOPDdbTzM
In response to Mr. Wallace's question, "Do you believe in sin?" She responded, "I think the 
greatest sin in the world is to bring children into the world... that have disease from their parents, 
that have no chance in the world to be a human being practically. Delinquents, prisoners, all sorts 
of things just marked when they're born." 
Video: Margaret Sanger, Planned Parenthood's Racist Founder: 
https://youtu.be/kEja-1emRic

In 1942, the League later become Planned Parenthood Federation of America.
Sanger's magazine title "Rebel Woman," relates to the Satanic Witch. Here she uses the 
catchphrase "no Gods, no Masters," and we see the anarchist spin on abortion, as brought up in 
Part 2. But without God, there can only be masters through moral relativism and the reign in hell. It 
should be "God (Natural Law) and no Masters."  

Eugenics was a very racist philosophy that desired to reduce the population of black Americans, 
which was initiated by Margaret Sanger with the Negro Project in 1939.  
She also gave a speech to the women of the klu klux klan. 
In a letter to Clarence Gamble, Sanger writes: 
"The ministers work is also important and also he should be trained, perhaps by the Federation as 
to our ideals and the goal that we hope to reach. We do not want word to go out that we want to 
exterminate the Negro population and the minister is the man who can straighten out that idea if it 
ever occurs to any of their more rebellious members."  
Video: Speak Out: Planned Parenthood and Margaret Sanger's Legacy on Race 
https://youtu.be/Xe3oMd2jdEw

Sadly, today the white-supremacist neo-nazi movement is still strong with its history in eugenics, as
well as economic discrimination and perception of the poor as inferior, classism. 
The satanic mindset is about dividing people with the artificial hierarchy of superior and inferior. 
(One race over another race.)  
And satanic feminism, while it seems about equality and connection, it is really about female 
superiority. Women take away man's power from reproduction and even after the child is born, 
women have more custody rights over their children.  
Satanic feminism pampers women for serving her ego, even if it negatively affects others, or 
infringes upon another's rights. It has made women God's of their babies, casting men to the side. 
Video: Leftist Lost All Respect for Unborn, Truth, & God
https://youtu.be/RFdoeMcFmpg

By destroying the minds of women with propaganda, women have become the eugenicists of the 
New World Order, attempting to take the position of God, to grant life or condemn it—whether to 
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be the old testament God or the new testament one.
Like the global elite, women seeking abortions seek to eradicate the unwanted and the 
undesirable, often feeling empowered by doing so. Most murder is done in the name of power.

Video: The Break with Michelle Wolf/Salute to Abortions/Netflix
https://youtu.be/5w955V6ULd4

Back to Margaret Sanger. In "My Way to Peace" speech in1931, Sanger outlines all the 
governmental measures that should take place to increase the level of intelligence in our 
population. She says that the "first step would be to control the intake and output of morons, 
mental defectives, epileptics.  The second step would be to take an inventory of the secondary 
group such as illiterates, paupers, unemployables, criminals, prostitutes, dope-fiends; classify them 
in special departments under government medical protection and segregate on farms and open 
spaces as long as necessary for the strengthening and development of moral conduct. Having 
corralled this enormous part of our population and placed it on a basis of health not punishment, it
is safe to say that about fifteen or twenty millions of our population would then be organized into 
soldiers of defense–defending the unborn against their own disabilities." 
My Way to Peace:
https://www.nyu.edu/projects/sange r/webedition/app/documents/show.php 
sangerDoc=129037.xml

Eugenics agencies proliferated all over the first world and eventually helped the Nazi eugenics 
program, and Margaret Sanger seemed to have provided them some inspiration. 
Sanger edited the magazine Birth Control Review. In this 1921 issue, it says: to create a race of 
thoroughbred." 
The April 1933 edition was dedicated to eugenics, and here is an article titled “An Instrument in 
Race Progress,” where Sterilization in Germany is mentioned favorably.
This issue featured an article by Ernst Rudin (1874-1952) titled Eugenic Sterilization: An Urgent 
Need.
Rudin states that "Not only is it our task to prevent the multiplication of bad stocks, it is also to 
preserve the well-endowed stocks and to increase the birth-rate of the sound average population."
https://lifedynamics.com/app/uploads/2015/09/1933-04-April.pdf
Rudin was financed by the American Rockefeller Foundation and became president for the 
International Federation of Eugenics Organization. He went onto to create the racial hygiene 
program of the under Hitler's regime in the pursuit to eliminate unworthy life.
In 1934 Rudin Wrote that “ “only through the political work of Adolf Hitler, and only through him 
has our more than thirty-year-old dream become reality: to be able to put race hygiene into 
action.”
In Hitler's Mein Kempf, it states, “The Weltanschhauung which bases the State on the racial idea 
must finally succeed in bringing about a nobler era, in which men will no longer pay exclusive 
attention to breeding and rearing pedigree dogs and horses and cats, but will endeavour to 
improve the breed of the human race itself.” (p.315, Ralph Manheim translation) 
In addition to the extermination of millions of Jews, more than estimated 400,000 people who were
deemed genetically inferior were sterilized against their will and 300,000 disabled, elderly, or 
mentally-handicapped people were killed by euthanasia, in attempts to create the master Aryan 
race. 
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/students/learning-materials-and-resources/mentally-and-
physically-handicapped-victims-of-the-nazi-era/forced-sterilization

This idea of the master race relates to Nietzsche's “superman,” the elitist perspective that ensues 
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when one believes “God is dead.” 
Elitism leads to domination. 
The value of human life is relative to a moral relativist, and those the elite deem useless are better 
off dead. 
Just as the global elite think that there is social regression when the inferior breed, women who get
abortions believe that there live's would regress as a result of giving birth. 
They see their babies as not serving them, but as dragging them down, a poisoned elitist 
perspective.  
Even though a person's life occupies his or her mother for 9-months doesn't make the mothers 
the fascist dictators of one's worthiness to live. 
In addition to aborting a child simply on the basis of being unwanted, many choose abortions for 
babies with health issues and defects.  
It is found that medical professionals pressure women to abort physically or mentally disabled 
children from prenatal diagnosis. A doctor in this article states that 92% of babies whose down 
syndrome is detected are aborted.
Article: It Destroyed My Life: Prenatal Testing and Coerced Abortion 
https://afterabortion.org/prenatal-testing-and-coerced-abortion-preventing-informed-choice/
A doctor in this article states that 92% of babies with down syndrome are aborted.  
Article: Down Syndrome Births Are Down in the US 
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/w_ParentingResource/down-syndrome-births-drop-us-women-
abort/story?id=8960803
In 2017, Iceland brags that they are aborting 100% down-syndrome babies.  
Article: Nation Brags How It Has Aborted 100% of Babies with Down-Syndrome
https://www.lifenews.com/2017/03/03/nation-brags-how-it-has-aborted-100-of-the-babies-
with-down-syndrome/
This woman saved her down syndrome son:
Video: ”Life a Burden” video  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=111&v=6HvSP9K6aCY
Video: Child with a defect is born 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtJ9_-WOXik
Video: Choosing Thomas-The Dallas Morning News
https://youtu.be/ToNWquoXqJI

Going back to the Nazi's eugenics program, Hungarian economist Ludwig von Mises claimed that 
"eugenics will always be an evil of socialism," and wrote in Planned Chaos (1947): 

“The Nazi plan was more comprehensive and therefore more pernicious than that of the 
Marxians. It aimed at abolishing laissez-faire not only in the production of material goods, 
but no less in the production of men. The Führer was not only the general manager of all 
industries; he was also the general manager of the breeding-farm intent upon rearing 
superior men and eliminating inferior stock. A grandiose scheme of eugenics was to be 
put into effect according to ‘scientific’ principles.
It is vain for the champions of eugenics to protest that they did not mean what the Nazis 
executed. Eugenics aims at placing some men, backed by the police power, in complete 
control of human reproduction. It suggests that the methods applied to domestic animals 
be applied to men. This is precisely what the Nazis tried to do. The only objection which a
consistent eugenist can raise is that his own plan differs from that of the Nazi scholars and
that he wants to rear another type of men than the Nazis. As every supporter of economic
planning aims at the execution of his own plan only, so every advocate of eugenic 
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planning aims at the execution of his own plan and wants himself to act as the breeder of
human stock….
The eugenists pretend that they want to eliminate criminal individuals. But the qualification 
of a man as a criminal depends upon the prevailing laws of the country and varies with 
the change in social and political ideologies. John Huss, Giordano Bruno and Galileo 
Galilei were criminals from the point of view of the laws which their judges applied. When 
Stalin robbed the Russian State Bank of several million rubles, he committed a crime. 
Today it is an offense in Russia to disagree with Stalin. In Nazi Germany sexual intercourse
between "Aryans" and the members of an "inferior" race was a crime. Whom do the 
eugenists want to eliminate, Brutus or Caesar? Both violated the laws of their country. If 
eighteenth-century eugenists had prevented alcohol addicts from generating children, their
planning would have eliminated Beethoven....

The mass slaughters perpetrated in the Nazi horror camps are too horrible to be 
adequately described by words. But they were the logical and consistent application of 
doctrines and policies parading as applied science and proved by some men who in a 
sector of the natural sciences have displayed acumen and technical skill in laboratory 
research.”

https://mises.org/library/planned-chaos-0/html/c/87
Mises also wrote, “He who is unfit to serve his fellow citizens wants to rule them.”- Bureaucracy

This book by Stefan Kuhl explores the connection between german national socialism and 
American eugenics.  
The Nazi Connection: Eugenics, American Racism, and German National Socialism: by Stefan Kuhl
Much before the Nazis, Indiana was the first state to implement compulsory sterilization in 1907 to 
weed out the mentally-handicapped and disabled, to “better the race.”  
Virginia even had a racial purity law that outlawed interracial marriage. 
Between 1907 and 1939, an estimated 30,000 people in 29 states were sterilized, many 
unknowingly and against their will. Some estimate that 60,000 have undergone forced sterilization 
since the 1960s.  
25-50% of Native American women were sterilized without consent between 1970-1976.

Japan, the first country to legalize abortion did so with the Eugenics Protection Law of 1948 and is
now facing a population decline crisis. A part of this law included forced sterilizations of individuals 
suffering from mental and physical illnesses, disabilities, and hereditary disorders. 

Most scientists, materialists, politicians see hereditary and genetic makeup as the determinist factor 
for consciousness. But even materialistic science is discovering that consciousness supersedes 
genes in the science of epigenetics. This is similar to how the empiricism of quantum mechanics is
revealing that infinite consciousness is the fundamental unit of creation.   
In hermetic philosophy, this is called the Law of Mentalism. That mind is primary to matter and 
creation and matter are contingent to mind, the mind of the All and all beings through 
correspondence.  

Many eugenicists claim that Hitler went too far, but he went too far with what is already harmful. 
Eugenics is an immoral ideology. Once you believe that governments and mothers have the right 
to control who lives and dies you are engaging in harm against another being. 
After the Nazis, the term eugenics would be dropped and in its place would be "population 
control" connected to environmentalism, sustainability, and global warming.    

https://mises.org/library/planned-chaos-0/html/c/87


Returning back to the 1970s with Paul Ehrlich's Population Bomb, reducing population has been 
the number one goal of all governments. And sadly all humans who die in wars, terrorism, and 
from poison in food and environments, and disease can be considered progress towards this goal 
by the psychopathic elites.  
In1972 the global elitist think-tank, the Club of Rome produced the report Limits of Growth 
claiming that the planet doesn't have enough resources to support continued population growth is 
reminiscent of Thomas Malthus and his book titled, the “Principle of Population.” 

In 1974 there was the UN World Population Conference.
The same year, Kissinger made a report about depopulation strategies for US third world policies. 
In the third world. 

He calls for “pursuing development strategies that skew income growth toward the poor, especially
rural development focusing on rural poverty;
-- concentrating on the education and indoctrination of the rising generation of children regarding 
the desirability of smaller family size.
He also discusses withholding food and aid to countries that don't comply with population 
programs.
Here it states: "Since population growth is a major determinant of increases in food demand, 
allocation of scarce PL 480 resources should take account of what steps a country is taking in 
population control as well as food production. In these sensitive relationships, however, it is 
important in style as well as substance to avoid the appearance of coercion." 
“On what basis should such food resources then be provided? Would food be considered an 
instrument of national power? Will we be forced to make choices as to whom we can reasonably 
assist, and if so, should population efforts be a criterion for such assistance?
There is no real science to back over-population. It's based in the globalists subjective viewpoint 
that there are too many people for them to control. 
Video: POP 101-The Myth of Overpopulation, All Episodes
https://youtu.be/27Ktr1mxP2g

The worldview that humans are draining the planet of resources has no scientific basis and 
perpetuates an anti-human worldview, seeing humans as enemies to the environment and not part
of it. 
But those who propagate this worldview through media and education do not want themselves or 
their families to die and that is why they always exclude themselves from their socialist policies. 
This is why laws are never equal because they are imposed on others and excluded to the law-
makers.
The global elite want humanity to die off because they hate you and see you as useless cattle. 
Sadly humanity fails to understand that there are truly evil people in the world guiding the direction 
of all things and that only evil people would want to rule the world. People's blindness stems from 
people's inauthenticity and attachment to self-image, refusing to see their own darkside and 
shadow in how we fuel the matrix and participate in corruption.  
Even from a materialist perspective, population control is eliminating the greatest resource on this 
planet, the human being, the being that creates and builds with imagination and knowledge. 
The being that has infinite intrinsic value. 
The correct spiritual perspective sees life as a gift to the world--not as a curse, because holistically
LIFE is LOVE, and this is WHY evil, which is anti-love is ANTI-LIFE. Life is about the lessons of 
LOVE, not about the dark darwinian view of survival.  
The value of life is not dependent on someone's hierarchical construct of false value created by 
the systems of evil.

https://youtu.be/27Ktr1mxP2g


The VALUE OF LIFE IS ABSOLUTELY not CONTINGENT to anyone else' subjective judgment. The 
VALUE of LIFE is objective, immutable, and INFINITE, as we all come from the Infinite All.   
Now, that there are billions of humans, your value is little to the global elite, even in their 
exploitation of you. While you have always been expendable and disposable to them, now they 
want your children in graveyards for a more peaceful genocide. (Socialism always comes for the 
kids.) 
 
The two major agencies to implement depopulation in third world countries was the International 
Planned Parenthood Federation and the United Nations Population Fund. 
Here Steven Mosher, president of the Population Research Institute, describes how third-world 
countries are being depopulated with loans from the World Bank, very reminiscent of the book 
Confessions of an Economic Hitman. 
Video: The Overpopulation Myth (Steven Mosher at Oregon for Life)
https://youtu.be/9lfhkn96j7w
In1978, the UN Population Fund (UNFPA) helped implement the one-child policy in China, ruled 
by a communist dictatorship, including forced abortions, selective breeding, and involuntary 
sterilization. (clip)
Mosher saw these forced abortions take place right before his eyes, right after the law was 
implemented and was horrified. 
Video: Introduction to Population Research Institute-What We Do
https://youtu.be/w4nt3x2I_hk
Mosher describes these forced abortions as having the character of rape. 
Forced abortions are also occurring in America. You can read about these cases and more 
information about global population matters from the website: pop.org.
The film One Child Nation looks into these issues. 
https://youtu.be/gMcJVoLwyD0

In 2012, Feng Jiyuan and her husband Deng Jiyuan had their seven-month pregnant child 
murdered by the Chinese regime because they weren't able to pay $6,300 for their second child. 
This is just one story. Most of the 13 million abortions per year are forced and the baby can be 
aborted at 9-months pregnancy. Fifty percent of women in China have had a forced abortion. 
Today four million Chinese children are missing because of this policy, which have probably gone 
to human trafficking all over the world. Many women have died from forced sterilizations. According
to the World Bank and the World Health Organization, 500 women committed suicide per day in 
2009. That's 182,500 a year. China is the only place in the world where there is more female 
suicide than male.  http://www.allgirlsa llowed.org/forced-abortion-statistics

While Chinese women have the trauma of having their baby taken away from them, in the US, 
under the false flag of freedom, women willfully destroy their children with a smile on their face, 
doing the work for the eugenicists proudly. 
Both situations get the job done, one through physical force, the other through mind-control, one 
by holding you down and the other by confusing the ideas of freedom, rights, and choice in your 
mind. What job is being done? The job of reducing the inferior stock... that's you and me if you 
didn't know. 
This CBS article quotes the executive director of the UN Population Fund saying in 1991 that 
“China has every reason to feel proud of and pleased with its remarkable achievements made in 
its family planning policy and control of its population growth over the past 10 years” 
“China made some outstanding achievements in a very short time and fulfilled its commitment to 
the world,” she said. “The UNFPA is going to employ some of these [Chinese demographic] 
experts to work in other countries and popularize China’s experiences in population growth control 
and family planning.”
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In this Boston Globe article, the author insists that there is no moral right to have more than one 
child. These people are making up morality. 
https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/2015/10/31/here-why-china-one-child-policy-was-
good-thing/GY4XiQLeYfAZ8e8Y7yFycI/story.html

Since 2016, China changed to a two-child policy, as they faced a depopulation crisis in labor and 
imbalance with the elderly, and imbalance in gender. But forced abortion and forced sterilization 
still occur regularly.  
When China went from a one-child policy to a two-child policy Paul Ehrlich called it “gibbering 
insanity-the growth forever gang.”
Besides being funded by the United Nations, the Chinese baby genocide has been funded by the 
US. In 2009,  Obama restored government funding for the UN population Fund which directly funds
China's policies. Yes, your American tax dollars are supporting Chinese abortions. If taxation is 
based on theft then don't be surprised if your money goes towards evil endeavors and fails to feed
the world.  
The United Nations Population Fund has received $608 million from the US.  
While in 2017, Trump cut federal funding to the UN Population Fund, these tax monies have 
merely shifted to the US Agency for International Development, which funds family planning across 
the third-world. 
In fact, this US agency contributed funding towards forced sterilizations in Peru during 1995-1997, 
of an estimated 100,000 to 300,000 people, mostly women. 
Earlier, in the 1970s, the World Bank and the United Nations Population Fund sterilized 200,000 
Peruvian women without their consent. In 1975 poor Indian men were sterilized against their will in 
one year, which is 15 times the number sterilized by the Nazi's. 2,000 died from botched 
operations. 
In 2013-2014, nearly four million Indians, mostly women, were also sterilized from the same 
agencies. 
At this point it is important to mention that “family planning” is the term used instead of population 
control, eugenicist Ted Turner explains here:
Video: Ted Turner Wants Population Reduction Through China' s "One Child Policy"
https://youtu.be/M7CP5jnXDUk
We will return to Ted Turner in a moment.     

One hundred years after the first International Eugenics Conference was the “Family Planning 
Summit” in 2012 at the United Nations, and since then more summits. 
This euphemism for family planning has NOTHING to do with family but preventing the growth of a 
family with sterilization and abortion but getting people to think that any unplanned baby is a baby 
that should die. It is against children and often fathers under the feminist title.  
Video: Family Planning Summit 2017
https://youtu.be/mHlUFROblHw

---
After 1973, Planned Parenthood became the largest provider of abortions; its donors include the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Turner Foundation, and the Buffet 
Foundation. Let's look into all these donors.  
Bill Gates has a net worth of $84 billion as the founder of Microsoft in 1975. He founded his 
vaccine program in 2000, the largest private foundation in the world.   
According to LiveAction, Bill Gates gave Planned Parenthood of America, the International Planned 
Parenthood Federation, and Planned Parenthood of Western Washington about $71 million from 
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before 2009 through 2013. And he gave $46.1 million to Marie Stopes International in 2012, a 
worldwide abortion provider. 
Article: https://www.lifenews.com/2014/06/16/gates-foundation-gave-117-million-to-the-two-
biggest-abortion-businesses/

Video: Bill Gates My Father Headed Planned Parenthood 
https://youtu.be/3lKfTMIPMro

Bill Gates advocates for population reduction through the use of vaccines (clip). 
Video: Bill Gates=Mass murderer terrorist “reducing population growth”
https://youtu.be/-nFjdEGwZwM
Now, at first, it seems strange that Bill Gates would connect population reduction to vaccines until 
you discover that many UN vaccines being passed out in third-world countries have caused 
sterilization, spontaneous abortions, death, and paralysis.  
Gates received a lot of criticism for connecting vaccines to population reduction, and his argument 
is that healthy people, made healthy through vaccines will have fewer kids. 
Video: Does saving more lives lead to overpopulation?
https://youtu.be/obRG-2jurz0
As you can see they cut off his sentence here, the contradiction of saving lives and reducing the 
population cannot be avoided. 
Vaccines are simply another eugenics program. The vaccines in the US have been linked to many 
health problems including autism, cancer, kidney disease, miscarriages, neurological autoimmune 
disease, and sudden infant death.   
Video: Rob Dew from Infowars, Vaccine Report  
https://youtu.be/1ALhr8QL2qc

https://www.naturalnews.com/SpecialReports/VaccinesFullStory/v1/VaccineReport-EN.pdf
 
In 2014, 500,000 women in Kenya were sterilized through UN vaccines.  Bill and Melinda gates 
foundation was funding this particular vaccine. Weren't vaccines suppose to prevent diseases.
https://tpchronicles.com/un-vaccines-sterilize/
The Indian government sued the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, for forcing vaccinations on 
thousands of children without their parents' consent, killing seven children, leaving 120 very ill.    
Article: India Holds Bill Gates Accountable For His Vaccine Crimes 
https://vactruth.com/2014/10/05/bill-gates-vaccine-crimes/
In Africa, 500 children were forced to have a vaccination without parents knowledge. Six children 
were immediately sick.  
Video: Truthstream News: About All Those Vaccines
https://youtu.be/tW2rc859sxE
Sadly, today in all states vaccines are mandatory for children to attend school. While there are 
exemptions in some states, the goal is ultimately no exemptions. This is another reason to 
homeschool. 
Ironically, Bill Gates refuses to get his children vaccinated. 
https://uspoliticsandnews.com/why-didnt-bill-gates-vaccinate-his-own-children/
Once the government is forcing us to take in something into our body, we are in a full-fledged 
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fascist regime, please wake up people. At any point in time, the government can inject whatever 
amounts of poison they desire to fulfill their eugenics operation.  
Just as we talked about in part 2 aborted fetus tissue is used in vaccines and mandatory vaccines 
is forced cannibalism.  
Video: Marcella Piper-Terry, If You're Pro-life, you can't be Pro-vaccine
https://youtu.be/TxnvslIr3gA

Warren Buffett has given $1.2 billion to abortion groups all over the globe, which is enough to pay
for 2.7 million murders in the womb, as the average amount for first-trimester abortions is $450. It 
has been reported that Warren Buffett has decided to dedicate all his money to population control 
after he dies.     
Ted Turner, founder of CNN, donated a billion dollars to the United Nations, serves as chairman of 
the board of directors.  Here he uses the same tactics as Paul Ehrlich. 
Ted Turner, Depopulation Agenda 21
https://youtu.be/jjIMoaUBHB0
"A total world population of 250-300 million people, a 95% decline from present levels, would be 
ideal." – Ted Turner, in an interview with Audubon magazine 
Video: CNN Founder Ted Turner Supports Population Reduction to 2 Billion 
https://youtu.be/DMgamzziQMM
The Georgia Guide stones is a granite monument erected in 1980 by an anonymous group 
containing the eugenics message "maintain humanity under 500 million in perpetual balance with 
nature."  
That's all for Part 3, stay tuned for the final episode in this series, wrapping up eugenics and 
getting more into the mind-control aspect of social-engineering.   

https://youtu.be/DMgamzziQMM
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Part 4
Welcome back to Part 4 of Abortion, Eugenics, the Satanic (not-) New World Order, and Natural 
Law Anarchy. It will be helpful for you to watch the entire series in order if you are new to the 
topic, but not absolutely necessary.  
To recap from Part 3, this excerpt from the Corbett Report can help.  
From the video: https://youtu.be/ZS6EGoTuWNY

In addition to the Corbett Report, I would also suggest Truthstream Media for videos on conspiracy
research. That's not the focus of my channel, which is why I put a lot of clips from other 
researchers... and just focus on the basics. My focus, of course, is philosophy, to understand how 
our philosophical misconceptions and ideological proxies create a negative world we live in based 
on falsehoods.  
A few other books for research are Edwin Black's: War Against the Weak: Eugenics and America's
Campaign to Create a Master Race, Population Control: How Our Corporate Owners are Killing Us 
by Jim Marrs, and By Their Fruits: Eugenics, Population Control, and the Abortion Campaign by 
Ann Farmer. 

In Part 3, we saw how the politicians are tying the so-called population problem with global 
warming. Recall the Club of Rome's Limits To Growth report in the 1970s, well in 1990, in the First
Global Revolution it calls out the need to manufacture ecological crisis as the means for world 
government. 

“The common enemy of humanity is man. In searching for a common enemy against 
whom we can unite, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming,
water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. In their totality and their interactions 
these phenomena do constitute a common threat which must be confronted by everyone 
together. But in designating these dangers as the enemy, we fall into the trap, which we 
have already warned readers about, namely mistaking symptoms for causes. All these 
dangers are caused by human intervention in natural processes, and it is only through 
changed attitudes and behavior that they can be overcome. The real enemy, then, is 
humanity itself.” (p.75)

We can see how global warming feeds into population control programs.  
Video: Innovating to zero, Bill Gates
https://youtu.be/JaF-fq2Zn7I

Video: Berkeley declares a climate emergency, demands population control  
https://youtu.be/XCet31-fM7k

Video: The Great Global Warming Swindle Full Documentary HD
https://youtu.be/oYhCQv5tNsQ

FEAR/CONTROL
Video: Hal Lindsey on Bilderbergs, 2013, Population Control, New World Order, Illuminati
https://youtu.be/ItUPYX8i_M4
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Video: Now News! Oprah Magazine Supports Shout Your Abortion
https://youtu.be/GJfo-T55SHs

This is THE WAR ON YOU: 
Ask yourself, “why are billionaires behind this?” funding the death of the most helpless and 
innocent of us all.... THE UNBORN.  
Once you get to the top of capitalism and win the fictitious money game for individual power and 
glory, the next game is political and collective, the pursuit of controlling all aspects of human life 
through social-engineering and population control. Capitalism and socialism go hand in hand, like 
the masculine and feminine, and are the satanic game of the global elite cult.
This is the competitive and satanic worldview of darwinism. 
After being driven by material gain and one then seeks dominance over the rest of society, as the 
corruption of power only grows.      
Sadly, those at the top of our corrupt system are regarded as heroes and role-models, when they 
are immoral, soulless, narcissistic, greedy, satanic, psychopathic, and power-hungry. 
In the larger, global picture, these billionaire globalists and political elite are just pawns and slaves 
for the secret societies behind them and the dark occultists. 
For the entire system operates on mind-control and nothing really real as money and politics are 
constructs of the mind. Its hierarchical structure is totally contrived but made real by belief. 
We do indeed live in the matrix.  
The satanic worldview sees one as separate from the rest of humanity competing against them, 
failing to perceive the spiritual oneness inherent in all beings.  
The more these individuals climb for power the more they have hatred towards humanity because 
the more superior they feel. And satanism is about superiority and psychologically we know this as
a dual-ended complex of superiority AND inferiority. This complex stems from self-loathing, 
insecurity, and the lack of self-knowledge. Because it involves unresolved past issues, it moves a 
person away from the moment "now" and such prejudice prevents them from forming an accurate 
picture of the world.   
With no internal work, our perception of the world can only be projections, assumptions, and 
delusions based on our neurotic complexes.  
Thus, much psychological work is required to heal such complexes to understand ourselves and 
the reality in which we live, as our own ego and shadow present a subjective matrix to be 
transcended and dis-identified from.   
Each individual corresponds to the All, the one corresponds to the many, and so understanding 
Natural Law, we recognize EQUALITY and embrace the fact that we are all at different points in the 
same journey Home.  
The spiritual hierarchy is completely different than the materialistic one. It is not about superiority it 
is about growth and evolution. Our journey begins and ends in the same place, so no individual 
unit of consciousness is superior to any other unit. Even the speck of sand will evolve into the 
infinite.  

---
Returning back to the elitists: Don't buy their symbols of authority found in image, wealth, business 
suits and “global” institutions. When they use the terms federation, international, and united, don't 
be fooled-this is all fascist socialism.  Tyranny, government, a control system.
They are mocking your own inferiority complex here. 
The global elitists depend on fear to maintain their New World Order. Their fear porn of 
environmentalism, global warming, and overpopulation is used to get you to want them to control 
things for you, to save you. The devil always wears the mask of philanthropy and humanitarianism. 
While it is true that we are destroying the environment it is not because of the existence of 
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humans, it is because of the immoral actions we take that are not in alignment with nature and 
Natural Law. Governments will use this to create systems that are even more out of alignment with 
Natural Law, as governments always pose as the solution to man's problem, which pushes him 
further away from individual responsibility. 
Control comes from fear and the global elite are so DEATHLY AFRAID of humanity, as there are 
billions more of us than them, that they have to invest in population control to ease their fear and 
assert their domination over us.  
Deep down they are afraid fo the Truth; they know they are not really God and that no matter how 
much they try to control things, there will always be an anomaly because nature is NOT a machine.
Free will can never be controlled. 
They want less of us to lower the risk and possibility of anomalies and awakening... An awakened 
planet is their enemy. 
Every time a woman kills her baby the global elite rejoice because there is less of us and more of 
them. 
Satanists celebrate the blood sacrifice of inferior beings, just as we blood sacrifice, animals, lower 
beings than us for carnal pleasure. 
When we operate from fear, fear of loss, fear of death, fear of truth and reality, we seek to control...
we seek to compensate for ignorance through sheer willpower to never come face to face with our
spirit.  
The scarcity in our hearts and souls manifest scarcity in our environment... People struggle to 
survive because there is a scarcity of the resource of the controlled fiction of money... not because
of the scarcity of food, water, shelter, and air.  
There is scarcity of truth in our minds, not the scarcity of knowledge, there is the scarcity of care in
our hearts, not the scarcity of love. The scarcity exists in our error, not in WHAT IS. 
But to discover "what is" requires the spiritual currency of time and attention, the true CURRENCY 
of CONSCIOUSNESS. 
Because the materialist worldview can never be satiated, as material and social gain never 
uncovers the soul, the global elitists are afraid of losing their control over the world's resources...  
even though they capitalize fully from this illusory scarcity construct creating an economic 
differential that has produced third-world poverty and starvation to a ridiculous degree. 
This artificial system is opposed to Natural Law which is based in abundance for all when morality 
is embodied.  

---
Government will be and always will be the anti-thesis to the good and can never be based in 
Love. The nature of government is found on dominance and coercion through a monopoly on 
violence of order-followers, by a group of controllers, and what evolves through this paradigm can 
only be more evil. 
Government WILL NEVER be about peace, real human rights, generosity, or charity, and in times 
that it is, it is either for public relations or an ulterior motive. 
Government will ALWAYS be about some people restricting the FREEDOM and RIGHTS of others. 
And this can be nowhere better illustrating than government precluding us the right to be born, the
freedom to live.  
Governments are OUR LIMITS TO GROWTH, our postmodern dystopia, restricting our access to 
abundant resources on the planet, enslaving us in a cage of their control, trying to burden us more
each day, when the quality of life should be getting better. No evolution is to be found.  
The MATRIX is the RESTRICTION of EVOLUTION, the architects of the matrix are the CREATORS of
perpetual WAR, THEY are the destroyers of PEACE, and because we support them, we are too. 
Because we refuse to look within to see our shadow, we are blind to the fact that we are on a 
farm, treated like farm animals being ushered into the slaughterhouse. Maybe we should stop 
doing that to the animals, and live morally under the axiom do unto others as you would have 
them do to you.  



We continue to be willing slaves because we don't want to know the difference between right and 
wrong and we don't want to morally grow up. And so we contribute to the enormous suffering, 
occurring all over the world as we prefer denial.  
We should not seek to control free will, but to use it to act in alignment to objective morality, 
because that is the path to freedom. We cannot control others but we do have the moral obligation
to inform others of right and wrong, and we do have the right to defend ourselves from harm.  
While those in the womb have the right to defend themselves, they can't, they get cornered in the 
womb. Please do not forget Abby Johnson's story, as she quit her job at PP went she saw the 
ultrasound of a baby fighting for its life before being suctioned up into the trash can. 
When we come from the opposite of fear, LOVE... our consciousness and energy expands instead 
of contracts and we are blessed by things and events we could never dream of. We welcome 
growth and do not seek to control or manipulate it. We only seek to act in alignment to objective 
morality, by understanding that growth requires that we do not harm other living beings. 
Freedom and growth go hand in hand, which is why free-market capitalism has always been 
better than the planned economy of socialism. But capitalism is only the illusion of freedom as it 
merges into socialist governments, aka crony capitalism through the mental construct of money, 
which is not a true resource in and of itself.  
Capitalism is based on the competition for selfish gain rather than providing true value to the world.
It's time we stop equating financial success as moral goodness and stopped looking up to 
billionaires who have blood on their hand.  
It is time we realized that those with the most financial success are doing the most evil, in their 
attempts to reign over humankind. 
When we do things freely without creating harm, good things happen collectively. It is when we try 
to control freedom and create harm that negative conditions manifest collectively. This is how 
Natural Law works.  It's so simple, but the mind-control has made all these issues so complex. To
use complexity as a weapon against the mind. 
We've been living in a control system for thousands of years and we can understand Law 
experientially, even as it is the substance of true Reason.  All governments fail and all man-made 
laws eventually legalize evil. 
Ultimately, we don't create order, we discover and align to the natural order, Natural Law.  
We EXIST within nature and the divine; we are not the CREATORS of nature and the divine. Our 
egos are not TRUTH and are always subordinate to the TRUTH.  

FEMINISM AND CULTURE
Since the 1960s we lived under the paradigm that men ruled the world through patriarchy 
oppressing women, but the men's rights movement has debunked many feminist assertions, like 
Warren Farrell's book The Myth of Male Power. Former feminist Cassie Jaye changed her mind 
about feminism in her documentary The Red Pill. 
Historically, men have been the laborers, inventors, and builders of society, gone to wars, have 
dealt with the pressures of maintaining a household and have put women's lives first, providing for 
and protecting women and children. To say women were oppressed is a gross mischaracterization,
also given the fact that women have chosen and desired the traditional role.
Now, I will be going into depth on this specific topic in a future presentation as I am not 
advocating the traditional lifestyle necessarily as ideal. Women desiring to contribute to society as 
to expand themselves out of the household is a positive thing, yet the illusions of the workplace 
need to be deconstructed as well as the evils of the monetary system itself to understand that most
jobs are not what they are cracked out to be and that men have been economic slaves more 
longer than women.
Due to the satanic hierarchical structure to society, employment has become wage slavery and the 
corporations, technology industry, media, government have the hidden agenda to further enslave 
man so our work is used against us.  



The perception of the workforce as a place of freedom and growth is not correct, but propaganda,
for the workplace is one usually following orders more than providing innovation and value, it is 
about serving the system NOT based on humanity. 
Now, I just want to interject here that this topic really needs to be fleshed out and I plan to do that 
work, but for now, I want to say that real value and our monetary system do align here and there, 
which is why individuals can find ethical work, but that the system as a whole is immoral and so 
you receive the greatest gains from the system when you conform to its corruption.  
For example, the work here on my channel is 100% supported by donations as there would be no
job to ever support me and this work, for me to be able to speak truth so honestly and full-
spectrum without compromising myself to some monetary and social agenda; thus to limit value to 
available jobs is hampered by the fictitious financial system that regresses our potential.
Getting women to be envious of men's working lives as well as resenting her role of mother has 
been a deliberate eugenics mind-control program and not one of the natural evolution of gender 
roles.
When feminism promotes to be about equal rights between genders, this is a correct desire as it is
based in Natural Law, Equality under the Law. BUT this is not the type of feminism we see today in
the Western world. It is the kernel of truth mixed with many lies.
Video: Michael Black – The Satanic Neo Feminist Agenda
https://youtu.be/NcnjRSbu3o4

At population-security.org: 
https://www.population-
security.org/rockefeller/001_population_growth_and_the_american_future.htm#TOC
… you can read the Commission report for population growth. It states: "In proposing this 
Commission in July 1969, President Nixon said: 'One of the most serious challenges to human 
destiny in the last third of this century will be the growth of population.' With chairman John D. 
Rockefeller the 3rd, later the Commission titled the Rockefeller Commission Report. In Chapter 10 
The Status of Women and Children it states: "If we should achieve a stationary population, women 
will spend even less of their lives in bearing and rearing children, since family size, on the average 
will be smaller. More women may forego motherhood altogether. For all of these reasons, it would 
seem good social policy to recognize and to facilitate the trend toward smaller families by making it
possible for women to choose attractive roles in place of or supplementary to motherhood."   

Aaron Russo, film-maker of America Freedom to Fascism, which can be seen on-line, reveals his 
conversation with Nick Rockefeller, who was trying to recruit him to the CFR and gives away the 
social agenda behind the women's movement.
Video: America Freedom to Fascism – Aaron Russo
https://youtu.be/ub2isy55aPI

Video: Celebrating Gloria Steinem, Ford Foundation 
https://www.fordfoundation.org/the-latest/news/celebrating-gloria-steinem/

Video: Gloria Steinem describing her time working as a CIA operative
https://youtu.be/4HRUEqyZ7p8

We can readily see that women's liberation has not been liberation at all. Recall that "liberation" is a
big value of satanism, but it's about being liberated from the things that actually liberate you, like 
being liberated from the truth, when the truth is what sets you free.  
Liberation from femininity is not true female liberation as liberation is authentic expression in 
alignment to nature. Desiring to be something other than you are is to be in a state of conflict, a 
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form of inner oppression. 

The reason why abortion is an epidemic, and millions of babies are being aborted yearly in the US,
is because of the social pressure for women to be of equal status to men in the workforce, to 
inauthentically compete with men, to be ambitious instead of nurturing, and to juggle the rat race of
employment and somehow simultaneously raise children. 
Babies are often aborted for interrupting a woman's career and requiring time they don't have. 
Things are harder for women not easier, which is one reason why dependence on the socialist 
welfare state has grown. Yet in our traditional past families were much more independent from the 
state and women were under less stress and could fully embrace motherhood comfortably.
While education and academia have indoctrinated women, the corporate world is also being 
overtaken by feminist propaganda.  
In feminism today, motherhood is deemed as a patriarchal concept and the objectification of 
woman as the eugenics plan seeks to get women to see motherhood as slavery and their slavery 
to government and the workforce as freedom. Reminiscent of 1984's "Freedom is slavery."  

In this article, titled: Patriarchy Constructs Motherhood” towards the end it states: “Then Comes 
Patriarchy with a Baby Carriage.  What this all comes down to is that motherhood and pregnancy 
are constructed through patriarchal ideals. Society has deemed women the baby-makers, the ones
who will produce our next generation and so on and so forth. As a result, women’s bodies 
become policed by men to insure that women properly give birth to the next line of soldiers, the 
next line of businessmen, and the next line of maids.”
Article: https://medium.com/applied-intersectionality/patriarchy-constructs-motherhood-
e24a495f2084
Women abort their babies because of their oppression, not their freedom. 
We have bastardized the miracle of life, the beauty of femininity, the value of sexual polarity, and 
the love of family, getting women to think of motherhood as the degradation to breeding machines 
and incubators. 
Video: Patricia Sandoval shakes the crowd, best pro-life speaker
https://youtu.be/_qJR-IAtAe8

Feminists want to blame the patriarchy for desiring a prohibition on abortion. The irony is that such 
feminists desire the right to murder female babies. A nine-week female fetus has a uterus and 
ovaries. Is it the patriarchy that wants her to live? She wants to live.  
This idea that the patriarchy is stopping female abortions is nothing more than political theatre. 
Global government is already here and abortion is being practiced worldwide. It is true that we 
won't be going back. The corruption of government will expand until inevitable collapse. 
Many women are speaking out against abortions as this issue isn't about male politicians wanting 
to control a woman's body.
Video: Lila Rose: What Do You Know About Abortion and Eugenics 
https://youtu.be/1pGsBHiAwGQ

Patriarchy is conflated with the restraints of morality and poisoned feminism seeks to destroy the 
positive values of self-control, the refinement of character, the respect towards mental and moral 
structure and limitation, and we see this in postmodern academia as the destruction of logic, 
metaphysics, and morality. In universities, saying that something is what it is, the law of identity is 
perceived as patriarchal oppression that we should become liberated from.
NOW, the negative side of patriarchy does indeed exist in our culture as the dominator culture is 
REAL—but it is not in the way people think and it is not just about men. In fact, the Rockefeller 
feminist brainwashing is about getting women to become the oppressors, controllers, and 
dominators as women have a great influence on society. 
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Oppression is about leveraging inequality of so-called “rights” upon another BUT it is NOT 
gender-specific. 
We give governments, the legal system, and corporations made of both men and women, the right
to oppress others through fake laws AND we give women the right to oppress their unborn babies
through fake laws as well. 
The very act of abortion is the epitome of domination... as it is the domination upon the most 
innocent, weak, vulnerable, and helpless of all human beings.  
Women believe that by participating in the system of oppression and corruption they are somehow
dismantling the “patriarchy.” 
But they are supporting the patriarchy by reinforcing the social hierarchy, wage-slavery and 
economic oppression, political corruption, and corporate greed. 
It is actually when they are with their children that they are more away from the evil systems of 
control.
The working world is so driven by the reptilian mind, that working women cannot even relax into 
their femininity to feel comfortable to become themselves or become mothers. 
In the course of real human evolution, we should be moving into a lifestyle of less stress and more
peace, not more stress and less peace. The workforce has doubled with the women's movement, 
yet it commonly takes two incomes to raise a family. This is the backward drain of the system that 
only brings diminishing returns and no real progress.   
But I digress... 

SATANIC WOMAN
After criticizing the woman's movement for diluting the notion of "witch" with ideologies like Wicca 
and pseudo-modern witchcraft, Zeena says: "Women, as in every critical time in our history, are at 
the forefront of the culture storm now breaking. The woman who grasps and fully understands the 
mastery of the world inherent in this books Satanic teachings will usher in a true feminism: the 
liberation of the demonic in every woman."   

Satanic feminism as depicted in the Satanic Witch is about unleashing the wild lower beast in 
woman, encouraging her to be selfish, overly-sexualized, lustful, hedonistic, selfish, hypergamous, 
pleasure-seeking, and self-serving.  
(Look at the title of this book: She wants it: Desire, Power, and Toppling the Patriarchy and this 
book: Selfish Bitch: A Manifesto for Driven Women Who Want It All and Are Not Afraid to Take It) 

Video: Natalie Portman at the Women's March
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXWHO14c88c 

This is a satanic message because there is no love in it. 
Popstar Miley Cyrus posted this tweet of her collaboration with Planned Parenthood.  
There was some push back. 
Article: https://www.smalljoys.tv/miley-cyrus-pro-life-pushed-back/

In this article by Vice, a Disney owned company, a woman tells her story of getting an abortion. It 
starts with this picture and it ends with this paragraph:  “After the procedure was done I stood up 
and a trickle of blood shot down my thigh to my knee then to my calf. I looked down and 
promptly vomited. The doctor grabbed some paper towels. "In Native American... ceremonies..." I 
said, "That's called Getting Well." I looked at the vomit splash. "Pretty." 
Article: https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gqw3w9/my-abortion-story

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gqw3w9/my-abortion-story
https://www.smalljoys.tv/miley-cyrus-pro-life-pushed-back/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXWHO14c88c


The satanic woman is the woman who gets what she wants whenever she wants, who pursues her
desires without restraint and has no concept of morality, humility, repentance, or innocence. 
She is totally embedded in her ego and shadow and relishes her power over others.  
Motivated by lust and power she uses her sexuality as a tool and commodity to advance herself in
the social hierarchy and satiate her desires. She seeks superiority and for men to be her slaves.
Ever since the unleashing of this satanic agenda upon our culture, we have seen the gender war, 
the destruction of relationships and the rise of broken families.   
Satanic feminism is not about femininity but women embodying toxic masculinity as to embody 
dominance, competitiveness, and aggressiveness. 
Her self-loathing is paraded as empowerment, as she cherishes being able to commit crimes 
inside her womb, saying fuck you to the victim. 
We celebrate her choice to sacrifice her children to be able to do what she wants. 
The path to destroying a society is to first corrupt the women's minds as women bring life into the 
world and shape the minds of developing children.   

What we are seeing is the destruction of the divine feminine principle of heart-based care, love, 
BEAUTY, and wisdom. 
We see the destruction of Sophia, the destruction of Isis, and the destruction of Athena.
  
It is by design of the social engineers that women are becoming less feminine, less kind, less 
warm, less caring, less gentle, less nurturing, less sensitive, and less supportive, and more bitter, 
more cold, more bitchy, more hedonistic, more dissociated, and more emotionless. 
These days, it is harder for women to form loving relationships and families. As much as she 
believes getting her pleasures satiated is joy, behind the facade she is actually miserable, for you 
are either serving in heaven by seeking to be good and repenting for your sins, or your reigning in
hell doing neither.  
Our culture rejects the divine feminine archetype, we spit on the Holy Spirit, the Holy Mother, and 
take a shit on the Natural Law principle of CARE. And we elevate the slavery of employment over 
the infinite value of motherhood. Today more women are unhappy in their so-called "freedom" 
careers of wage-slavery prison camps that go against their bodies and the natural flow of time and
rhythm. Yet, connecting and loving another soul that passed through your body is way more 
aligned to a woman's authentic heart, mind, and soul.  
We have turned the givers of life into the takers of life. 
This requires that woman dissociate from her feelings and connectedness to others as there is no 
deeper connection to another human than to have their little body inside of you. Our culture is one
of spiritual emptiness. 
We have inverted femininity from CARE to self-centeredness. 
Just as RIGHTS are universal and APPLY to all, so too does CARE. When our hearts awaken we 
care about others and when we recognize the Law of One we see the suffering of another as our 
own suffering.  
The pro-choice argument says that you should respect a woman's choice to abort even if that isn't
your choice. What they are saying, besides saying that morality is relative, is that you shouldn't care
about another person's life and just mind our own business, that you should not care about 
children who aren't your own.  
But spiritually and holistically, TRUE CARE is ONLY UNIVERSAL CARE. The CARE for ALL. Apathy 
is merely the absence of the divine feminine. Self-love is love for all.  
PLANNED PARENTHOOD only pretends to care for humanity as the propaganda of the elites, as it 
really cares about profits for its company and to achieve its anti-human goals.  



The bond between Father-Mother-Child is a divine one, nothing that a woman's selfish desires can
ever replace, for the pursuit of me-me-me is the self-destructive path of loneliness and isolation.  
In our society, we destroy the Holy Trinity of Consciousness. Instead of care, love, and nurturing of 
the divine feminine, there is rampant materialism-the love of things and soulless sex, but no real 
intimacy, no tenderness, no warmth, no authenticity, no vulnerability. It is no wonder we have such 
a polarized reaction with MGTOW.   
The divine masculine archetype has also been corrupted by education and academia in the 
destruction of the trivium, of logic and metaphysics. We live in a world of no principles, of no 
understanding of RIGHTS, ignorant of the objective difference between right and wrong. Our morally
relativistic society brings more tyranny each and every day. 
People don't know how to think methodologically and holistically nor do they care to learn. A solid 
logical argument based in metaphysics will not be heard by most. Instead, we hear the constant 
repetition of debunked slogans of sleeping minds. 

The child archetype is the integration and birth of the feminine and masculine, representing right-
action in the world; abortion cuts off that process, completing the trinity of corruption. 
(By failing to give birth to children that want to be born as all life wants to live, as a society we fail 
to demonstrate right-action at the most basic level. We stop the flow of the life force and halt 
creativity and block evolution in the most concrete and literal sense. )
---
In Christianity, the divine child is represented by Jesus, the hero-savior and son of God and the 
Holy Mother Spirit. But the Christian tale is a dark one, and ironically, satanism is a rebellion from 
the dark side of this religion. The perception of man as only a sinner to be punished under the 
rulership of God maintains a poisoned worldview. 
If our religious narrative is that Jesus come to earth to sacrifice his life for all the sins of humanity, 
we carry on the legacy by sacrificing our children at the altar of Planned Parenthood for the sins of
humanity. 
In both accounts, this is FALSE SACRIFICE, the belief that it is virtuous for someone to die because
of the wrong-doings of another. In the case of Jesus, it is the wrong-doings of the order-followers
of the state that executed him. Yet, Christians continue to worship the state in the contradictions of 
their own doctrine. In the case of aborted babies, it is the wrong-doing of the state and their 
mommies. And yet, our society calls this virtue, as a woman's right, and we see the sacrifice of the
baby as justified for the woman's freedom. 
True sacrifice is doing what is right and good even if it costs us something like pleasure, comfort, 
security, and immediate gratification. 
True sacrifice can be the sacrifice of our own life to save another or in the defense against tyranny.
But sacrificing another person's life and killing them is simply murder and only done in vain as 
there is no justification. And killing from self-defense is not murder by the way.    
True sacrifice is for the purpose of saving life, the physical sacrifice of bringing life into this world.  
But evil sacrifice is simply murder and if Jesus is all-powerful he allowed himself to be murdered 
cruelly... instead of self-defense, and thus we have a culture of victimhood and useless martyrdom,
like the false martyrdom of war, as war is based on the fictions of the global elite.   
Even though we can derive some allegorical meaning from the Christian story to dissect another 
time, and even though Jesus rose from the dead, the fact that he came to earth to die such a 
gruesome death to save the wickedness of humanity is a dark story, and after his death the 
wickedness of humanity still reigns today.  
The truth is that no other being or person can account for and correct our sins but ourselves and 
until we recognize this our world will continue to get darker. This requires the alchemical inner 
journey into self-knowledge and understanding the archetypes of consciousness. We have to 
come to know and transform our thoughts, feelings, and actions individually to redeem and correct 
ourselves; that is our work to do here on this planet. 
(Evolution is the greater embodiment of Christ consciousness, for every human is the son of God, 
the individuation of the Infinite All.) 



The New World Order values DEATH. The DEATH of the true living MIND, the death of knowledge 
and understanding, the DEATH OF CARE, the DEATH of LOVE and RELATIONSHIP, and the DEATH
of creation, procreation, the birth that springs from mind and spirit, the DEATH of RIGHT-ACTION in
the world. 
The secret societies behind our social reality are death cults, this one is called Skull and Bones. 
Welcome to our satanic world. 
Video: George Bush and John Kerry are both members of the Skull & Bones
https://youtu.be/xH67-ip4Obs

We are literally killing our children and celebrating it! 
At a pro-abortion rally at the University of North Georgia, they handed out cookies in the shape of 
fetuses.  
Article: https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/pro-choice-advocates-abortion-support-broken-
baby-cookies/

This pro-life website mocks such celebration with cookies that look like aborted fetuses, comparing
them to the real thing, saying mocking the deaths of innocent children doesn't seem so funny.   
https://cultureshiftforlife.com/2017/12/23/celebrating-the-abortion-culture/

Video: The Girl Scouts Exposed! The fall and agenda of the Girl Scouts 
https://youtu.be/-uFhiiQ18j4

Remember the abortion debate in Argentina? In response, a video called Doom Fetus was created
that allows plays to shoot baby fetuses, priests, and pro-lifers. 
http://adventmessenger.org/video-game-take-out-the-pro-lifers-and-the-giant-fetus/

Child sacrifice has been an evil practice of many cultures...
We think it is absolutely wrong to kill puppies and absolutely right to kill pigs to eat and babies for 
choice. 
We see the eugenic social-engineering manifest as our self-loathing, self-defeatist, cowardly, 
wimpy, apathetic, nihilistic culture. 
While nihilism was supposed to make us strong by giving us free rein to create ourselves as we 
please, it made us weak by eradicating the foundation of truth, metaphysics, value, and meaning. 
For what can be if being itself is darkness.  
We are lost in the wind with no conviction about anything as NOTHINGNESS is the new god of our
postmodern dystopia. 
The anti-natalism movement is a social movement against BIRTH... here a man wants to sue his 
parents for having him without his consent.  
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/shortcuts/2019/feb/05/consent-being-born-man-
suing-parents-for-giving-birth-to-him
There is also the voluntary extinction movement. These people claim that having children is harmful
to the environment, seeing humanity as a virus to the planet.   
https://onezero.medium.com/may-we-live-long-and-die-out-6d8688a4b0a3

On mom.com it states that pregnancy is a disease a sentiment shared by other abortionists. 

https://onezero.medium.com/may-we-live-long-and-die-out-6d8688a4b0a3
http://adventmessenger.org/video-game-take-out-the-pro-lifers-and-the-giant-fetus/
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/pro-choice-advocates-abortion-support-broken-baby-cookies/
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/pro-choice-advocates-abortion-support-broken-baby-cookies/
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/shortcuts/2019/feb/05/consent-being-born-man-suing-parents-for-giving-birth-to-him
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/shortcuts/2019/feb/05/consent-being-born-man-suing-parents-for-giving-birth-to-him
https://youtu.be/-uFhiiQ18j4
https://cultureshiftforlife.com/2017/12/23/celebrating-the-abortion-culture/
https://youtu.be/xH67-ip4Obs


https://www.lifenews.com/2017/08/03/abortionist-jane-hodgson-pregnancy-is-a-disease-and-
abortion-is-the-cure/

In 2016 David Benatar wrote, “Better to Have Never Been: The Harm of Coming into Existence.
In 2017, Joshua Rothman wrote: The Case for Not Being Born. 
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/persons-of-interest/the-case-for-not-being-born

So instead of becoming a moral people living in harmony with the earth, let's just die as the 
solution. Zero responsibility, zero care to change, total cowardice, and total disrespect for LIFE.  
We hate ourselves and we hate life and abortion is going to save the planet and women who have
them are saints. Satanism always twists truth into a lie, love into hate. 
Now it is popular for mothers to regret having kids, which is basically trashing the value of the lives
of their children, seeing the act of having children not as meaningful, but as selfish.  

Video: Life Without Children
https://youtu.be/C7E-s52QI2k

Video: If People Who Disliked Children Said What's On Their Mind 
https://youtu.be/LaaMmi4mX2I

Article: 11 Brutally Honest Reasons Why Millennials Don't Want Kids 
https://www.mic.com/articles/123051/why-millennials-dont-want-kids

It's a vicious cycle, we regress the maturity of humanity so that they never become adults 
conscious of their sovereignty, and children having children presents all sorts of issues so generally
people don't want to have children as they aren't even psychological equipped to do so.  
Our culture has robbed people of the passage to adulthood and the spiritual growth that occurs in 
parenthood. When you forgo the experience of having children you forgo the deepening of your 
development into altruism, the love, and care for others, to be driven by something greater than 
your individual desires and goals.   
Even people in the truth movement don't want to have children and many see it as a crime to 
bring children into a satanic world of human slavery. Like pro-choicers and materialists, they 
believe that life is only valuable or meaningful if existing in ideal conditions, seeing the purpose of 
life as pursuing pleasure and personal satisfaction. However, life is about spiritual growth, which 
can happen through difficulties as we all must face and transmute our karma. The purpose of life 
goes beyond fulfilling our desires into the moral lessons that forge the divine shape of our soul. All
life has meaning as does all circumstance, and every circumstance is subject to radical change. 
Because of this we cannot predict the future and condemn life because of our predictions.  
Ultimately, we transcend our conditions but the conditions we pass through to serve as a school 
for our souls to learn responsibility, sovereignty, courage, and the difference between good and 
evil. Opting out of existence on this planet is not evolution for our souls, which through natural laws
have determined for us to come here. All preborn babies have a purpose in coming here and we 
have no right to take that away because of our poisoned worldview. 
The only way out is through, and no matter how much we want to abort this experience because 
of the suffering present, nihilism is no cure to suffering, only knowledge, understanding, and 
spiritual transformation are.  
That is the spiritual journey and we cannot abort spiritual destiny. 
While there is nothing immoral about someone's sexuality and identifications, the global elite is 
actively pushing their eugenics program to convert the population towards a sexuality that will not 
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produce children, as with androgyny, homosexuality, and transgenderism.  
Video: Canada law forces parents to accept child's chosen gender 
https://youtu.be/UqDC-lFPglg

Video: Infinite Genders
https://youtu.be/gykEysJUaAU

The Law of Gender is being deliberately corrupted, as with all natural laws. The creative, 
generative, and life principle is being inverted. We must seek to understand the global picture and 
its correspondence, as without this picture we can not make adequate meaning of what is 
happening.  
The most controversial political issues are moral issues, but the resolution is not the political 
dialectic or man's law, it is understanding Natural Law, what is right and what is wrong, objectively. 
Just as it is wrong to harm your fellow beings, it is also wrong to believe in falsehoods that support
harm, so where you stand on this issue brings moral culpability.   

In the case of abortion, it is man's law that has changed from what has been understood as 
naturally immoral to be considered now a right, a false right, for the purpose of eugenics and 
population control. 

Once we have infringed upon the right to life of another and their freedom, we go against freedom
for everyone as we are all inter-connected, as above so below.  

Being pro-life is more than being on one side of the abortion debate. It is about being pro-
human-being, pro-all living beings, pro-evolution, pro-Infinite Origin, Pro-positive, being pro-right, 
Pro-Love, Pro-Existence, Pro-consciousness, It is the basis for metaphysics, If we cannot value our
children at their youngest age, how can we value anyone's life, how can we value our own life? It 
is time to evolve out of self-loathing.   

This experience of the total lack of love, true goodness and value in our society allows us to learn 
true love, goodness, and value through apophasis. This world is a lesson for our souls to evolve, 
to know good from evil.  
The abortion issue goes so much deeper than meets the eye because once we dehumanize what 
a human-being is to comfortably kill it as a clump of lifeless cells, through Law of Mind, mentalism
and the fractal holographic nature of the universe, dehumanization will plague every aspect of life. 
When we go against life in others, we go against life for ourselves and our collective conditions 
continue to become more and more unbearable for life in general. Every moral issue is connected 
to every other moral issue, as holistic consciousness contains no self-contradictions. We must 
seek to unlock the key to ALL, to know that morality springs from the ALL ITSELF, to release our 
fear of physical death, knowing that evolution is the continual alignment to what is good, true, and 
beautiful in our journey's return to our Eternal HOME.  
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